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They were all dead, but the Northerner speared them
anyway. With a crease between his dark eyebrows,
Fingus watched the tall man walk between the fallen,
stabbing the weapon into their bodies, sometimes
more than once. It seemed to make no difference to
him that no mortal would get up again after the
wounds these men had received. The yellow grass was
slick with their blood, appearing almost purple under
the cloudless Turnsoil sky. The Ulvar liked to talk
about being thorough, about taking precautions, yet
sometimes Fingus wondered.
He had known men like him before. Men whose
cocks got hard from killing, who found pleasure in
subjecting the dead to petty humiliations. Sure, the
Northerner wasn’t as bad as some. He was a good warrior—no, better than good, the Targosian corrected
himself; he’d never seen anyone handle an ax like that
—and in a fight, there were few he would rather trust
with having his back. Still, these moments of pointless
bloodlust worried Fingus and filled him with distaste.
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In Targos, even your most loathed enemies had the
right not to be butchered like pigs, or having their
corpses raped or pissed on. Any man or woman who
was brave enough to stand and fight instead of running
away was worthy of respect, in life and in death.
“So what do you think, sir?” Haldan said, yanking
the spearhead out of a fallen man’s back. He proceeded to spit on the body for good measure.
For all his flaws, he was a handsome man. Fingus
had to give him that. Long of limb and lean like a
young wolfhound, the Ulvar would catch the eye of
anyone who saw him, women in particular. Had his
golden hair been combed, and had he been dressed in
embroidered satin instead of a rust-stained tunic and
mail shirt under a muddy cloak, he could have passed
for a Northern prince.
The Targosian couldn’t help but feel a brief, adolescent stab of envy. He was a dozen years Haldan’s senior, though evidently not above such immature pettiness, he reflected with disgust. Fingus himself was
short where the Ulvar was tall; raven-haired and
bronze-skinned where the other man was fair, and his
square, hawk-nosed mug was everything that Haldan’s
noble countenance wasn’t.
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“I think he’s very dead,” Fingus said, trying to hide
his aversion to both the Northerner’s conduct and his
own stupid feelings.
The Ulvar grunted. “I’m talking about the captain’s
plans.”
“I’m sure the captain will do whatever she thinks is
best for the company.”
“I asked what you think.”
“And I told you. It’s not my place to second-guess
her, and neither is it yours. Are we done here?”
Haldan shot Fingus a long look, a cold fire in his iceblue eyes, then snorted and dropped the bloody spear
on the ground, near the corpse of the man who had
once wielded it. “Yeah, we’re done.”
In the distance, Tybault and Scrugg came into sight
atop the hillock over which they had pursued the three
men who had fled the fight. The gangly Arctonian was
in the lead and the Westerner some ten paces behind,
his burly build and rolling gait making it clear he was a
sailor out of his element. Between the two was a man
tied up like a Vasilian pork roulade, stumbling and
cursing every time Scrugg gave him an encouraging
kick in the behind to keep him moving.
Halfway across the meadow that separated them
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from Fingus and Haldan, their captive suddenly decided to attempt an escape. He veered off to the side
and started running toward the nearby pine forest, his
bound upper body swaying as he struggled to maintain
his balance. Scrugg moved to give chase, but Tybault
stopped the stocky man with a word and pointed.
They remained where they were, grinning, and
watched the prisoner scramble for safety.
“He’s getting away,” Haldan commented.
Fingus made a wry smile. “I doubt it. Tybbo knows
what he’s doing.”
The graceless flight came to an end just moments
later. A yell went up from the running man as the
ground gave way underfoot and he fell, disappearing
from sight in the grass. Tybault and Scrugg laughed
and casually went to retrieve him from the marshy
patch of land where he had fallen. A little while later,
they dropped him at the Targosian’s feet, wet and
muddy and stinking.
“The others?” Fingus asked Tybault.
“One dead, the other got away.” The Arctonian
scratched his scraggly beard. He was a stringy mountain lion of a man, dressed in a brigandine with leather
pauldrons. “Sorry. I can get my horse and go after him
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if you like, he won’t have gotten far.”
“It doesn’t matter. The bounty’s on this one, not the
others.”
“Please!” the captive exclaimed. “Please, sir! Whatever they’re paying you, I’ll pay you more!”
Fingus grunted and examined the man. He was
young, maybe in his mid twenties, with shoulder-long
flaxen hair plastered to his face. His skin was pale and
his frame thin under the ropes and muddied robe.
“What’s your name, boy?”
“Widdard, sir. My name is Widdard.”
“Then you are indeed the one we’re looking for. Tell
me, Widdard, do you know who’s paying us?”
Widdard’s eyes darted from left to right. “I would assume the Hammers, sir.”
“Right. How far do you think you’d get in this line of
work if you just let people go again? Do you even have
any idea who we are?”
“No”—the young man’s Adam’s apple dipped like a
bobber—“no, sir, I do not.”
“That’s what I thought.” Fingus turned to Scrugg
and Haldan. “Go get the horses. We’re going back to
camp.”
“What about these ones?” The Northerner jabbed
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his thumb over his shoulder.
“What about them?”
“We haven’t searched them for valuables.”
The Targosian narrowed his eyes. There was a challenge in Haldan’s tone. “You’re right, we haven’t.”
“And?”
“And what?” Don’t make me spell it out for you in
front of the others, you idiot.
“Nothing. Sir.” The Ulvar wrinkled his nose and
bent down to pick up his long-hafted war ax. For the
briefest of moments, the Targosian’s sword-hand tingled, instinct urging him to reach for the hilt of the
arming sword at his hip. But the Northerner just
wiped his weapon clean on the grass. Getting up, he
slid it into the leather hoops on his belt. “C’mon,
Scruggy. Let’s get the horses.”
Jaws clamped and brows knitted, Fingus watched
the Ulvar and the erstwhile pirate walk off toward
where they had left their horses some hour earlier,
prior to sneaking up on Widdard and his men. I’ll need
to keep an eye on that one.
They were soon on the road again, Fingus riding
vanguard, Tybault and Scrugg some distance behind
him with the prisoner tossed like a sack of grains over
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Scrugg’s saddle, and Haldan bringing up the rear. The
morning sun shone brightly, and the Targosian was
sweating under his cloak and ring mail and padded
shirt. The seasons were oddly fickle in this part of the
world. Last year, the snow had lain deep and crusty
until just a week before Belinsday. Now, though not
even Seedrise yet, the ground was already bare and dry
except in the shady nooks of the landscape where
patches of thawing snow lurked.
“At least they have seasons here,” Fingus mumbled,
reminded of his craggy homeland where the difference
between summer and winter was the frequency of
rainfalls and little else.
The road wound itself around knolls and groves
where naked, budding hardwoods rose among stalwart
evergreens. Birds chirped in the thickets. Some mile
from the spot where they had caught up with Widdard
and his hirelings after two days of tracking, Tybault
rode up alongside Fingus, a frown on his face.
“Something troubling you, Tybbo?”
“When we were herding that lad back, he said something.”
“What was that?”
“He said he didn’t do it.”
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Fingus shrugged. “So says everyone.”
“No, I mean, I believed him. Said some colleague of
his set him up. I think he’s telling the truth.”
“Then why did he run?”
“What would you do if the Hammers thought you
had stolen from them?”
“Good point.”
“Let me tell you what I’d do—I’d do just what this
fellow did. Hire some men and run for the hills. But if I
really had all that gold the Hammers say he has, I
wouldn’t go hiring a handful of toothless ruffians to
protect me. I’d hire…well, people like us.”
“Look,” Fingus sighed, “I know you don’t like the
Hammers. Who does? That’s neither here nor there.
Our job’s getting him back, not figuring out whether
he’s done whatever they say he’s done.”
“I know that. If he’s telling the truth, though, that’s a
shitty predicament right there.”
“It is, for sure.” Fingus paused, thinking. “If you like,
I can ask the municipate to look into it. We’ll have to
release this Widdard character into his custody before
the Hammer Guild gets him, and Varren’s a sensible
man as municipates go. If he has reason to suspect
something’s not right, maybe he can do something
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about it.”
“Varren won’t have much say in it when the Hammers own half the town!”
“It’s the best I can do, Tybbo.” The Targosian
cocked an eyebrow. “Why’s this so important to you,
anyway? We’ve caught dozens of thieves before, and
I’ve never known you to be softhearted.”
The Arctonian’s smile was strangely mournful. “He
reminds me of someone, is all.”
“Who?”
“Me!” Tybault chuckled and ran his fingers through
his fair hair, pausing momentarily where it was getting
thin on his red scalp. “I was accused of stealing a horse
once, when I was that lad’s age or thereabouts. The
lord’s men came for me and I ran.”
“Did you?”
“Did I what?”
“Steal that horse.”
“No.” Tybault shook his head. “I was no saint, as
you well know, but in that case I was innocent. I just
got scared and took off, which of course made me look
guilty as sin. They caught me and hauled me back to
town. Then the lord came out and passed his judgment—a chicken leg in his hand, for he was having
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supper—and they were going to hang me, right then
and there.”
“What happened?”
“Just as the men were getting out the rope, a merchant trots into town with a riderless horse in tow. ‘I
found this one grazing by the roadside,’ he says. ‘Does
anyone know whose it is?’”
Fingus made an amused noise. “You’ve always been
a lucky bastard.”
“I don’t know about that, but I do know what it’s
like to be at the receiving end of justice for a crime you
didn’t commit. Can’t you see something doesn’t add
up here?”
The Targosian nodded, realizing Tybault had a
point. The Hammers weren’t known for involving outsiders in their internal affairs, preferring to take care of
matters themselves whenever possible. “I’ll see what I
can do. We’ll need to have a talk with the boy first,
hear what he has to say.” Fingus shot his friend a sidelong glance. “He might be lying, you know.”
“Yet again, he mightn’t. And that’s enough for me.”
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Late in the day, they rode up a forested ridge under
gathering clouds and found themselves gazing down
upon a small village tucked in between briar copses
and tawny, overgrown fields. Smoke rose from chimneys and fires, and people could be seen moving about
between the thatch-topped log houses. Shouts and
thwacks of wooden swords resounded from the commons where Wylla was busy drilling the new recruits.
The village had been abandoned for some time
when the company found it last year, looking for
someplace to set up winter camp. First they had suspected disease, as any sane person would when coming across a deserted Northreach settlement, yet a
careful search had turned up no evidence of it. No
corpses, no abundance of hastily dug graves, nor any
signs of people having fled with just the clothes on
their backs. Just a score of houses with bat-infested
lofts, empty bar whatever dusty pieces of furniture had
been left behind.
A hunter stalking the surrounding woods for deer
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had informed them that the soil had gone bad, and
nothing but thistles and nettles would grow here anymore. While this had forced the farmers from their
homes, it made no difference to a mercenary company
like theirs. Whatever produce they required they could
buy, and all they needed was a sheltered place to
spend the winter. Now spring was here, and it was
time to move on. But the nearby townships of Highcliff and Whiteford meant there was no shortage of
work, and moreover, getting a group of their size on
the road was no trivial matter.
So many of us now, Fingus reflected with a faint sense
of wonder as they rode into the village. I remember
when it was just the captain and me and Tybault. It
didn’t feel all that long ago, despite the better part of a
decade having passed since the three of them had
banded together.
“Alfric, Jerro,” Fingus nodded at two men on a
bench, sharing a meal of cheese and bread in the afternoon sun. A freckled, boyish lass carrying a pail made a
little quirky salute, and a gray-haired man his own age
looked up from a boot he was resoling. He moved the
hobnails over to the other corner of his mouth with his
tongue, and made a respectful nod. Their faces were
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familiar, nothing more.
At one point, Fingus had known every member of
the company by name. Not so anymore. In addition to
their twenty-nine fully trained fighting men and
women, there were the recruits, the stable master and
his grooms, the cook, the smith, the fletcher and the
armorer—along with all their hands and apprentices
—and of course Tolly, their aging quartermaster, and
the healer Marek who was Tolly’s nephew. All in all
some fifty souls, and the captain had been talking
about also hiring a seamstress, a cobbler and someone
to oversee the company’s finances. She had been doing the numbers herself so far, but as their ranks grew,
so did the amount of work. Having a dedicated bookkeeper would free up her time for other tasks.
Barak, the blacksmith, had set up shop in the middle
of the street, much to the chagrin of those who
dwelled in the surrounding houses. When the captain
had tried to convince him to relocate to the actual
smithy on the outskirts, the bearlike Southerner had
given a spirited lecture on the topics of draft and wind
directions and the importance of plentiful light when
working. He had finished by saying that whoever built
the village’s smithy was a clueless idiot, and if the cap16

tain didn’t want him working in the most suitable spot,
she was welcome to take over his duties herself. And
that was that. Barak had stayed put, his only concession to the elements a hide canopy that could be raised
over his workplace when the rains or snows were particularly heavy. The little smithy had been taken over
by the armorer Jorl, who wasn’t as picky.
The Olmachi looked up from the forge as Fingus
and the others approached, sweat glistening on his
dark brow and thick arms, and put the tongs and the
white-hot horseshoe held in its claw down with a grin.
He gestured to the red-faced youth working the bellows to take a break. Barak took a swig from a waterskin and scratched himself under his scarred leather
apron. “Ho, Fingus-ada!” he rumbled and looked at
the captive on Scrugg’s horse. “You catch the little
lamb that strayed from the flock?”
“We did,” the Targosian said as he swung from the
saddle. “We’ll be returning him to the shepherd tomorrow.”
“Highcliff?” Barak picked up the tongs again, critically scrutinizing the now red-glowing iron. “Get some
more gavah for me, will you, ada? I am running out.”
“You still drinking that poison?” Tybault asked the
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big man.
“Poison!” Barak puffed his cheeks and blew out air
in mock affront. “Gavah is the nectar of the gods!
Keeps the mind sharp, and the body young and virile.
You should try it, sometime.”
“I don’t need it,” Tybault grinned. “If you don’t believe me, ask your mother.”
“Ask my—” The Olmachi’s face grew dark with
anger and he grasped his hammer, as if about to beat
some manners into this offensive, tallow-faced Easterner. Then his face split up in a wide grin and he
twirled the hammer like a regular-sized man would
twirl a knife, catching it by the handle with a slap. “Ask
my mother! Good one, Tybbo. I need to remember
that.” With chuckle and a sign to the bellow-boy,
Barak brought the horseshoe over to the anvil and began hammering.
“Where d’ya want this fella?” Scrugg asked, giving
Widdard a friendly slap on the buttocks. The bound
man let out a startled yelp.
“Put him in the brig and make sure he gets dry
clothes. If he gets sick and dies, he’s worth nothing to
us.”
“You got it.”
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‘The brig’ was the cellar of the village’s little inn, so
nicknamed by Scrugg himself, who probably had more
experience with brigs than all of his landlubber comrades combined. It was a dirt-floored space, just large
enough to accommodate a grown man, accessed
through a trapdoor in the kitchen floorboards. Initially, they had used an outhouse for keeping prisoners. When one man escaped through the hole in the
seat and they had been forced to hunt him down and
haul him back, caked in old shit, they had started using
the cellar instead.
Fingus handed the reins to Tybault, and his horse
was led off to the stable with the others. The captain
had taken up residence here, in a small house between
two larger ones. She could have chosen any home she
liked, of course, but considering it wasteful and maybe
even arrogant to claim for herself a building that could
house several of her men, she had settled for a cottage
that consisted of just a single room and a kitchen. The
front door was open, and Fingus moved inside. He immediately spotted her, framed by the kitchen doorway,
and halted his steps.
For all the years he had known her, the captain had
never been forthright about her past. Fingus didn’t
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even know where she was from. Her accent was subtly
Eastern, yet her dark hair—turning silver now, just like
his own—and coppery skin spoke of Uldani blood.
Dressed in soft breeches and a sleeveless jerkin that
displayed every pale, welted scar on her arms, she
stood leaned over a table, studying a document.
“The way you’re staring at me, Fin,” Mealda said
without looking up, “one might think you have an itch
that needs scratching.”
Fingus made a half-grin and stepped into the room.
He should have known his presence hadn’t gone unnoticed, despite the noise from the smithy outside.
“One of these days I’ll manage to sneak up on you.”
“Try my funeral.” She finally raised her head, her
brown eyes taking in her second in command. “Any
problems?”
“Not with the job. We found them seven leagues
west of here. Three stayed to fight us, the rest ran.
Among them that Widdard fellow. One got away, but I
let him go. We have the one they want. We should
send a rider up to Highcliff, let them know we’re coming so they can have the payment ready.”
“I’ll see to that,” the woman nodded. Then she
frowned. “Not with the job?”
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“Ma’am?”
“Something’s on your mind. Let’s hear it.”
Fingus sighed, then gestured toward a wineskin
hanging from a nail on the wall. “May I?”
“Help yourself.”
“It’s Haldan,” he said, filling up a cup and sitting
down heavily on a bench by the table. He took a long
draft, not knowing where to begin.
“What of him?”
“Well”—the Targosian made an exasperated motion with his hands—“he objects to the plans you have
for us, ma’am.”
Mealda raised an eyebrow at him. “So does Scrugg,
and Wylla, and Eodan for that matter. None of them
have any love for the Banners, and I can’t say I blame
them. They’ll come around once they realize we have
more to gain than to lose.”
“Hopefully.”
“You’re not convinced.”
“In Haldan’s case, no. He’s one of the best fighters
we have, though he’s not cut out for rules and restrictions. He just barely follows the ones we have agreed
on. How can we expect him to abide by anything stipulated by the Black Banners? And that puts the whole
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company in jeopardy.” Having gotten this off his chest,
Fingus suddenly felt deeply weary. It was as though
the last few days’ search and the morning’s brief scrap
suddenly caught up with him, and he found himself
longing for his bed. Blood and steel, I’m getting old.
“I think you’re overreacting, Fin.”
“Might be, ma’am.”
“Lord’s light, enough with the ‘ma’am’ thing! You’re
only formal when you think I’m wrong.”
“If you say so. That brings us to another matter he
has a problem with.”
“Which is?”
“We call you captain, and that’s what you are to us.
I’m not sure Haldan is on board with that either.”
“He wants to challenge me?”
“No, not like that. But he doesn’t seem to understand that there’s a hierarchy here that has evolved
over a long time. He’s been with us for, what, a year
now? And he still doesn’t accept that you’re the chief
and I’m second in command. And he takes issue with
me turning to Tybault before him, even though me
and Tybbo have known each other for half our lives,
and for all intents and purposes he’s my lieutenant.”
Mealda nodded. “All right, then. You take care of it.”
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“Take care of what?”
“Making Haldan see the bigger picture. You spend
more time in his company than I do. Get on his good
side and convince him that this is the right thing to
do.”
Fingus shot her a pained glance. “I would rather see
we let him go, Mealda.”
“No. Like you said, he’s one of the best fighters we
have, and we can’t just waste potential like that. Not
with the opportunity that’s been given us.” She tapped
her fingers on the document she had been reading.
Fingus’s eyebrows shot up. “They’ve responded?”
“They have. Silverspur courier rode in at yesterday
noon.”
“And…?”
Mealda grinned. “Welcome to the Banners, Fingus
cor Finnagar.”
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While the days were warm for the season, a wintry
chill would set in as soon as night fell, accompanied by
a thick pearly fog that rose up from the fields around
the village. The bonfire and the poled torches shone
with a ghostly light through the haze. The muddy commons, normally deserted after dark, were alive with activity and the murmur of voices. Every bench and stool
and chair that could be found was being brought out
and placed in a wide circle around the great fire. Outside the circle were a handful of tables on which sat
wedges of cheese, baskets of bread, haunches of
smoked meat and jars of pickled fruit and marmalade,
along with stacks of wooden plates and clay mugs.
“Watch out, boy,” Fingus said to the lanky lad who
was helping him roll a large ale cask up to the tables.
“Rock to your left. You poke a hole in this thing, the
men will have your head.” As the youth paled and gave
him a terrified stare, he grunted and smiled. “I’m joking. But this is fifty quarts of Amber Meadow. A little
too precious to water the grass with, I’d say.”
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The entire company was gathered, all except the unlucky few who had drawn the short straws and ended
up with guard duty. The captain came walking from
the center of the village, a cup of wine in her hand and
conferring with Malabin.
“Now, listen up, you apes!” Mealda smiled as the
voices subsided. “I got a letter yesterday. All the way
from Targos, can you believe it. That’s a long way,
right, Fin?”
Fingus made a pompous huff. “I’ll have you know
the borders of Targos reach wherever a Targosian sets
foot!” He put his hands on his hips and his boot on the
cask in front of him, like a conqueror posing for a portrait.
Mealda waved her hand. “Oh, shut up. You know
what I mean.” Everyone laughed, and she produced
the scroll she had been reading earlier and unrolled it.
“Here’s what it says.
“On this ninth day of Hardwinter, in the year 501, it is
our solemn honor to accept your mercenary company into
our ranks. You have proven your worth, as vouched by the
required twelve attestants, and paid the application fee in
full. So from this day and henceforth, let it be known that
you are now part of an old and honorable family of war25

riors. Signed, Regar cor Regild of the Black Banners.”
The crowd cheered, and Mealda silenced them with
a gesture. “One more thing! They want to know what
name we are known by.”
“Name? We need a name now?” said Scrugg.
“The Widowmakers!” someone suggested.
“There’s a company in Dessi who call themselves
that,” Wylla objected.
“How about the Silken Sheath? In the legends of the
South—”
“Sounds like a whorehouse!”
When the laughter died down, the captain said,
“You know people say there are no wolves in
Northreach? Well, let’s show ‘em they’re wrong! We
are the Wolves of Northreach! And by Ailor or Balor
or whatever old god you pray to, let us show them
we’re the brightest blade this continent has ever seen!
What do you say, Wolves?”
“WOLVES, WOLVES, WOLVES!” the crowd
cheered. Mealda raised her cup and declared that the
feast may begin.
Fingus’s grin faded as he saw Haldan walking away
from the commons, an angry stiffness to his step. He
hurried after the man and caught up with him just out26

side the stable. “Hey, where are you going?”
“What’s it to you?” Haldan hissed. Then the Northerner caught himself and winced. “Apologies, sir. Why
do you ask?”
“I was hoping we’d have some ale together. You
played a part in getting us here, you know.”
“The captain put you up to this?”
Fingus blinked, surprised at this display of perceptiveness from a man he considered just a violent oaf.
Maybe she’s right, maybe I do need to get to know him
better. “She did,” he admitted, deciding it best to be
honest, “and to tell you the truth, I wasn’t keen on the
idea. We’ve never gotten along, you and I. But you
know, it doesn’t have to be that way.” Haldan just
looked at him, unconvinced. “Blood and steel, man,
I’m not asking you to marry me! We’re Banners now,
though. We need to know and trust each other, and
put our differences aside for the common good.”
“Pretty words,” the Ulvar snorted.
“It is. But it’s the pretty words and our ability to live
by them that separates us from beasts.” The Targosian
shrugged. “Take that away, and we’re just dogs fighting over the biggest scrap of meat.”
Haldan eyed him for a long moment, a ghost of a
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smile on his face. Fingus couldn’t tell in the misty
murk whether it was scornful or genuinely amused. Finally, the Ulvar nodded. “Very well. Let’s go have
some ale, then.”
“That’s the spirit!” Fingus was about to give the man
a friendly slap on the shoulder, then stopped himself at
the last moment. Best not get too familiar.
They returned to the fire after having helped themselves to mugs of ale and plates of food. Haldan
showed more interest in the drink than the edibles,
Fingus noted. The tall man downed his first mug
within moments, then got up from the bench to top it
up while the cheese and meat on his plate sat untouched. They talked casually about this and that, the
Northerner politely upholding his end of the conversation. To someone who hadn’t seen the Ulvar vindictively spear dead men earlier the same day, he would
have seemed sensible enough. With his fourth mug,
Haldan appeared to relax a bit and even chortled at
Fingus’s comment that he could certainly hold his ale
better than others.
Alfric was a young Brendish bowman who had been
with them for some months now. Albeit headstrong
and cocky, he was a merry lad full of jest, and this night
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he was deep in his cups. The short, brown-haired
youth was on his feet by the fireside, giving a boisterous account of how he had left Brendland to find himself a wife, a journey rife with adventure that had eventually brought him here, according to Alfric himself.
“Brendish girls, see, they’re so uptight they can
sharpen quills with their snatches,” he said, and the
crowd roared with glee. “When mom birthed me, I
barely got out!”
He continued his tall tale, detailing how he had traveled across half the world, meeting ladies of every nationality and standing, yet for one reason or another,
his courtships always ended with disaster. A Daikeen
woman turned out to be a man. A Vasilian woman was
a poisoner who kept the skulls of her would-be husbands in the cellar. “I even courted master Fingus’s
cousin down in Targos,” Alfric said. “I couldn’t beat
her in a swordfight or drink her under the table, so she
wouldn’t have me.”
Everyone laughed and clapped, and Fingus chuckled. The Brendishman was just fibbing, of course, but
Fingus had known a few Targosian women like that.
“Never been to Ulvhem, though,” the archer went
on, looking now at Haldan. He made a mischievous
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grin. “You’re a good-looking fellow. You have any sisters, by any chance?”
While the other men laughed, the Northerner just
glared at the Brendishman. “You don’t get to make
jokes about my sister,” he said in a deceptively soft
voice.
“Oh?” Alfric raised his eyebrows. “Now what’s this?”
“That’s enough, Alfric,” Fingus said, gently but
firmly. He didn’t like the baleful look in Haldan’s eyes.
“Leave the man’s kin out of this.”
“Come on, sir,” Alfric went on, undeterred, “I was
just having a bit of fun. But now I’m curious. Tell us
about that sister of yours, Haldan!”
The Ulvar clenched his jaws. “That’s none of your
fucking business.”
“Just tell us what she looks like! Right now I’m picturing you with tits, and that’s not an image I like having in my head!” Another wave of laughter.
“I said, that’s enough!” Fingus rose, fixating the
archer with his gaze, and the guffaws died down.
“You’re drunk and out of line, boy, and you will take a
walk and sober up, or go to your quarters. You’ve had
your fun.”
“Fine, fine.” Alfric grinned and peered inside his
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empty mug, as if to see whether a last drop hid somewhere in there. When he found that not to be the case,
he sighed and bowed theatrically to the circle, then
turned to walk away. At the edge of the firelight’s
reach, he paused and turned, shooting the Ulvar a ribbing glance. “Bet she’d like me, though.”
“What did you say?” Haldan ‘s voice was a steely
whisper.
Shut your mouth, boy, Fingus thought, feeling the familiar sensation of danger in the air.
“Well, you know what they say about us archers,”
the Brendishman said lewdly, holding up the index
and long fingers of his right hand. “We’re a little better
than other men at pleasing a lady.” He wiggled his fingers and grinned.
Haldan sprang up from the bench and flung himself
at Alfric with a roar. At first, the men laughed and
cheered, for they were expecting just a drunken scuffle.
The cheers instantly became cries of dismay when they
saw Haldan reaching for the dagger on his belt. Many
jumped to their feet, among them Fingus.
“Haldan! Are you out of your mind?” The Targosian
rushed forward and wrestled the blade from the
Northerner’s grip. The dagger fell harmlessly to the
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ground, but Haldan’s elbow shot out, hitting Fingus
square in the temple. A flash of white-hot pain blasted
through his head, and he reeled and fell, the world
spinning around him.
Fingus must have lost consciousness for a moment,
for when he looked up, seeing double, the bowman
was on the ground, Haldan straddling him and raining
punches down upon him. When Alfric raised his hands
in protection, the Ulvar grabbed him around the wrist,
pulling his right hand up to his face. The Brendishman
screamed as the Northerner put the two fingers in his
mouth and bit down hard. Someone else was trying to
pull the tall man away, but Haldan was like a rabid
beast, refusing to let his quarry go.
The archer’s scream became a wail, and there was a
sickening crunch. Alfric pulled his hand away, blood
pouring from the jagged stumps, and Haldan spat the
two fingers out. “Let us see you please a lady now, you
little cockroach!” the Northerner thundered, bloody
spit flying from his lips. Baring his teeth with rage, he
got up and proceeded to kick Alfric in the ribs, first
once, then again, and again. The archer curled up into
an agonized ball, groaning incoherently.
Then Tybault and Mealda was there. The Arctonian
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grasped the Ulvar, trying to subdue him while the captain hurried to Alfric’s side. Haldan was larger than
Tybault, not to mention younger, but Tybault was all
muscle and sinew, having honed his skills in the fighting rings of Vasil when Haldan was still a beardless
boy. The Ulvar cursed and snarled, clawing and biting,
and stamping at the Arctonian’s feet. His struggling
did not cease until Tybault drew his own dagger and
put it to the man’s pale throat. Then Haldan froze,
panting, Alfric’s blood still running down his chin. He
was wild-eyed and maddened, and in the fire’s wavering light his face looked barely human.
Fingus got slowly to his feet, feeling his stomach
lurch. Someone reached out to help him, and he shook
the hands off with a muted curse.
“Just say the word,” Tybault murmured through his
teeth, pressing the dagger’s blade firmer against Haldan’s throat as the man began to squirm again. The
Arctonian was looking at Fingus.
“Your call, Fin,” the captain said in a flat voice. “I
didn’t see what happened, and he assaulted you, too.”
Beside her, Marek was tending to Alfric’s wounds.
Fingus squinted at the Northerner, his head pounding with pain. Cuffs and shoves was one thing, and
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nothing uncommon. Even an outright fistfight could
be tolerated, if the combatants had the sense to back
off when ordered to, and then apologized to one another when they had calmed down. This, though, was
different. Haldan had mutilated one of his brothers in
arms and beaten him to within an inch of his life. Fingus had no doubt the Northerner would have killed
the archer without a second thought, had he not been
stopped. Even if Alfric recovered from his wounds—
by no means a given—he would never fire a bow
again.
Fingus felt a wave of hot anger well up inside him,
and for a heartbeat he was determined to let Tybault
go ahead and finish the man. Then his eyes went to the
crowd around them. The jovial Alfric had many
friends, their faces now tense with outrage, thirsting
for blood. But Haldan had friends, too. Not as many,
yet more than one would have thought, and they were
also present, warily waiting for what was about to unfold.
You stupid idiot, Fingus thought groggily. He wasn’t
sure whether he meant Haldan or himself. Maybe
both. I should’ve just let him go. “Haldan,” he said
hoarsely. “Your actions are inexcusable and a mockery
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of all we stand for. You know full well that I have the
right to end your life right now, if I choose to.” He
paused, letting his words sink in. “Enough blood has
been spilled here tonight, though, and killing you
won’t undo what you’ve done.”
“Uthûn’s hammer, I don’t want your mercy, old
man!” Haldan hissed.
“Then bear it like a curse. Take your things and go,
Northerner. You’re hereby banished from our ranks.”
Fingus grimaced. “And know that if I ever see you
again, I won’t be merciful a second time.”
Haldan stared at the Targosian with utter hatred,
looking as though he was about to say something
more. But he held his tongue. As Tybault released his
grip on him and moved the blade from his throat, the
Ulvar took two stumbling steps, wiping the blood
from his chin with his sleeve. Then he shot them all a
hateful stare and set off running toward the barrack
where he was quartered. A few moments later, they
heard the creaking of the stable doors, soon followed
by the sound of hoofbeats disappearing into the night.
All at once the stunned silence broke, and the mercenaries started chattering agitatedly around them.
“What now?” Fingus asked the captain.
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She sighed and looked at Alfric, who was being
hoisted onto a stretcher to be taken to the house that
served as the infirmary. Then she lifted her gaze to the
men and women around the fire, and softly said, “This
is their night. We can’t let a single bad apple ruin it for
everyone else.”
“I agree. Let’s just hope everyone can keep their
tempers in check.”
“I’ll keep an eye on things.” She looked intently at
him as she noticed him swaying. “You should let
Marek take a look at that.”
“He has more important things to do. I’ll be fine, I
just need to go lie down for a bit.”
As Mealda faced the crowd and declared that everyone should return to their seats and the festivities
would continue, Fingus turned his back to the bonfire
and with heavy steps set his course for the little house
he shared with Tybault.
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Fingus woke the next morning to the sound of Barak’s
hammer, each clang sending little ripples of pain
through his head. He groaned softly as the events of
the previous night came back to him. Sitting up, he
gingerly put his fingertips to his temple. He flinched as
he felt a swollen, tender lump. Grin and bear it, old
man. You’ve been through worse.
Tybault wasn’t in his bed. Either he was already up,
or more likely he had spent the night with Merian, a
kitchen lass he had taken a liking to. The girl was just
half his years, and the Arctonian was frequently the
butt of jokes because of it. Despite the age difference,
the two seemed to have a genuine fondness for one another. Fingus didn’t have the heart to tell either of
them that their relationship was a bad idea. They
would have to learn it the hard way, like everyone else.
The Targosian got dressed, grimacing as his head
throbbed when he bent over to pull his boots on, then
made his way outside. The morning sun was hiding behind heavy clouds, for which Fingus was grateful. He
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passed the now empty commons with his head full of
dark thoughts. The remains of the bonfire was giving
off a slow white smoke that hung close to the ground
like mist. On the tables, a flock of magpies were quibbling over the leftovers.
As surmised, he found Tybault outside the building
where the cook’s helpers were housed, shirt hanging
loosely from his pale shoulders and his arm hooked
around Merian’s waist. She was a short, brandy-eyed
girl with an infectious laugh and a wealth of hazel curls
falling down the shoulders of her plain gray dress. The
two were giggling at some private joke, then quickly
went quiet as they saw Fingus approaching. Merian
blushed and suppressed a smile.
“Good morning,” the Arctonian greeted him, and
beside him Merian curtsied. “How’s the head?”
“Still on my shoulders. Not sure whether that’s a
good thing or not. You ready to go?”
“Let me get my things and the boy, and I’ll meet you
at the stable.” Tybault gave Merian an affectionate
kiss, then ambled off whistling The Drums of Larany.
Fingus looked at his back, feeling a pinprick of annoyance at Tybault’s flippancy. Then he grimaced,
ashamed at his own littleness. The man’s in love and it
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makes him feel younger. Who are you to begrudge him
that?
The girl seemed uncomfortable with having been
left alone with her lover’s grim-faced friend, yet not
uncomfortable enough to immediately excuse herself.
“Tybault,” the Targosian said, feeling almost as
bothered as her, “he’s a good man, you know.” It
sounded really stupid, yet at his words, Merian’s face
split up in a warm smile.
“He is, sir.” She looked keenly at him. “Is this your
way of saying you don’t want to see me breaking his
heart?”
Despite the pain in his head, Fingus grinned. “I’m
sorry. Yes, I guess that was what I was trying to say.”
“That’s what I thought. Well, you needn’t worry, sir.
I wouldn’t be with Tybbo in the first place if swaggering boys was what I fancied. Lord knows there’s
enough of ‘em in your ranks.” Merian smiled meaningly.
Fingus just nodded. The Arctonian being much
older than her was not the point he had been trying to
make. A mercenary could never be a truly good father
to his children, neither was an army camp the right
place for raising them. When Merian eventually real39

ized this, perhaps she would have second thoughts
about their relationship. Then again, who knows. If the
lass wanted a normal life, she wouldn’t be here to begin
with.
“Tell you what, Merian,” Fingus said, realizing that
putting all this into words would have provided a challenge even in normal cases, and now the headache
made his thoughts rattle around like stones in an
empty barrel. “Would you please go fetch us some
provisions for the road? Some bread and cold meat,
maybe some cheese, too.”
She curtsied again. “At once, sir.” She started walking away, then paused and turned. “Look after my big
cat for me, will you?”
My big cat? Fingus groaned inwardly. Let’s hope the
other men don’t catch wind of that, or Tybbo won’t ever
live it down. “Don’t worry, I will.”
The Arctonian was waiting outside the stables in the
company of Widdard and three horses; Fingus’s black
warhorse, Tybault’s bay, and a roan mare that would
carry their captive to Highcliff. The young man was
dressed in a shirt that was too small, breeches too
large, and a threadbare cloak that hung limply from his
scrawny shoulders. He seemed understandably dispir40

ited, eyes cast down on the rope that bound his wrists.
Tybault, on the other hand, looked to be in a splendid mood. Humming to himself, he was chewing on a
prune and held several more in his cupped hand.
When he offered them to Fingus, the Targosian just
shook his head. He was feeling slightly queasy.
“You all right?” Tybault wondered.
“Fine.”
Moments later, Merian brought them a canvas bag
containing rye bread, sharp Waldon cheese, a side of
bacon, and a handful of the sweet little honey biscuits
the cook made every once in a while. Tybault kissed
his love goodbye, then they rode out of the village as a
cold spring rain came calling.
Hours passed and the pain in Fingus’s head slowly
evanesced, leaving behind just a dull ache. While he
was glad to be rid of the nauseating throbbing, he still
felt less than lively. He looked gloomily at the gray,
leafless landscape, muttering curses every time his
horse took a bad step on the jutting stones of the road,
sending a jolt of discomfort through his spine and up
into his skull.
They stopped for the night near Skull Cairn, making
camp in the lee of an outcropping with ivy hanging off
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its top edge like unkempt hair. In the light of a fitful
fire, the two mercenaries ate and talked quietly about
last night’s events as darkness closed in around them
and loons called from the lake in the distance. Widdard sat despondently on the other side of the fire, not
eating, not speaking.
“So tell me,” Fingus said to him after a while, “what
happened?”
“What happened?”
“Why are the Hammers after you?”
Widdard made a surly face. “Does it matter?”
“It might.”
“It was Sibban,” the young man said with a shrug.
“Who’s Sibban?”
“He’s treasurer Uthbald’s assistant. He’s been skimming off the top for I don’t know how long. I didn’t
know at first, I just put whatever sum he told me into
the ledger. It wasn’t my job to know what that sum
was actually supposed to be.”
Fingus frowned at this revelation. The bounty note
said ‘wanted for larceny’, which he hadn’t thought
might include embezzlement. Thievery takes many
shapes, I suppose.
“At first?” Tybault remarked.
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“One day I caught him with his fingers in the honey
pot. I reported him to the treasurer, but Sibban just
called me a liar. Said I was the one who had taken the
money, and pointed to my bookkeeping as proof. And
that was that. The treasury guards came and seized
me.”
The Arctonian made a disgusted noise. “Is this Uthbald some kind of halfwit? He must have realized Sibban might have taken the money himself!”
“Maybe he’s in on it,” Fingus suggested. “That
would explain why he went to the municipate instead
of requesting a Hammer guard force to be sent out
looking for you. Like he didn’t want any of his superiors knowing what was going on.”
Widdard shrugged again. “Possibly. At any rate, it
was my word against Sibban’s, and he has worked for
the Guild for a dozen years. Me? Six months.”
Tybault nodded. “What of the previous bookkeeper?”
“Old master Talen retired. He was deaf and half
blind.”
“And much easier to dupe, I’d wager.”
“How did you get away?” Fingus asked.
“One guard went to fetch the keys for the holding
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cells. While the other was picking his nose, I grabbed a
candlestick and whacked him good in the head. Then I
ran.”
“You’ve got balls, lad,” Tybault grinned.
“Balls? I’ve never been so terrified in my life!”
“You did it anyway. That’s what having balls means.”
“So,” Fingus said, absentmindedly fingering the
lump on his head, “if you’re telling us the truth, Sibban
knows you’re innocent. Possibly Uthbald, too. If we
put the right kind of squeeze on either one of them,
you might yet go free.”
“You mean to help me?” The young man stared at
him. “Why?”
Good question. Maybe we’re getting old and soft, both
the big cat and me. “I’m not making any promises, lad.
But something about this doesn’t smell right. Now,
let’s get some sleep. We ride on at first light.”
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Dawn came with a light drizzle that intensified as they
continued north, following the old Imperial road as it
snaked between stony hills and little grass-fringed
tarns. The Iron Mountains grew ever taller before
them, hazy with mist in the overcast daylight. Some
three hours before noon, they rounded a bend in the
road and beheld their destination where it hunched
upon the foothills like a fat crow on a carcass.
The town of Highcliff rose in rocky terraces on the
steep hillside, each one progressively smaller, and each
one fortified. The gates in the four concentric palisades
were not aligned, but separated by great distances so
that any attackers foolish enough to attempt ransacking the town would have to fight their way through an
entire level before reaching the next gate, all the while
defenders rained arrows and boiling tar down from the
level above. Highcliff had never been taken by force,
and when you saw it, it was not difficult to understand
why.
On the uppermost level lay an ancient but remark45

ably well-preserved Uldani keep, gray battlements
towering over shingled rooftops. Blue banners flew
from the square center tower, signaling that the municipate was in attendance this morning.
They trotted through the gates and up the hill, moving between workers’ row houses interspersed with
seedy taverns and brothels. Townsfolk milled in the
streets and armed guards were everywhere, some
wearing the blue surcoats of the municipate, others
the green and white of the Hammer Guild. As they
reached the second level, the tarred plank facades gave
way to nicer dwellings and a multitude of shops. The
buildings on the third level were all made of stone, and
some had little gardens below the stairs leading up to
the entrances. And finally, passing through a bastioned
gate, they reached the top and entered the keep courtyard. It was an ugly behemoth of a structure, made
from great blocks of rough-hewn granite, squat and
square like a giant’s outhouse.
The stables were one of many wooden annexes that
huddled around it like shoats around a sow. Grooms
came running to take their horses as soon as they dismounted, and the courtyard was teeming with travelers from far and wide. This was why Fingus didn’t no46

tice the corpulent man and his companion until they
stepped into his path. The Targosian paused and Tybault halted beside him, putting a hand on Widdard’s
shoulder.
He was a Vasilian with a large gut and heavy jowls,
bringing to mind the great mastiffs of Fingus’s homeland, dressed in a velvet robe of luxurious Dagostine
purple. A golden chain hung around his neck, many
rings adorned his fingers, and on his head was a baggy
green hat sown with pearls and silver thread. He was
accompanied by a younger and thinner man in less opulent attire.
“I’m sorry,” Fingus said, “you are…?”
“Treasurer Uthbald of the Hammer Guild, at your
service.” His bow was so disrespectfully curt it barely
made a crease in his fine garments.
“Ah.” I should have known. A Hammer Guild higherup would have arrived in a carriage or litter, not treading the muck like a peasant. This made Fingus all the
more convinced that Widdard was telling the truth,
and that the fat man was Sibban’s accomplice. Instead
of delegating the job to someone else, the treasurer
had come himself, indicating he was eager to get the
matter sorted as quickly and quietly as possible. Fingus
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eyed the other fellow. Was this Sibban himself, even?
No, probably just a retainer of some sort. He was Widdard’s age, too young to have worked for the Guild for
over a decade.
“Dear Widdard.” Uthbald looked at the captive and
smiled coolly. “I’m glad to have you back with us.”
The thin line of the clerk’s mouth and the consternation in his eyes made it clear the feeling was anything
but mutual. He just stood there, silent as a clam.
“Well, then,” the Vasilian went on with an impatient
gesture, “hand him over so that we may conclude our
business.”
“No,” said Fingus.
Uthbald’s eyebrows shot up. “No?”
“That’s what I said.”
“My good man—”
“I’m guessing you’re new at this, treasurer, so let me
explain. It’s very simple. A bounty is a contract of law.
Law in these parts means the municipate. For that
contract to be valid, we must uphold our end of it.
Which means submitting this man into the municipate’s custody, not yours. Once that’s done, we’ll collect the coin from you and be on our merry way.”
“That’s only a formality,” Uthbald sneered, “the mu48

nicipate will turn him over to us!”
“What the municipate does with the prisoner is the
municipate’s business, and I suggest you take it up
with him. So if you’ll excuse me…?” Without waiting
for the Vasilian to move out of the way, Fingus set his
course for the stone stairs leading up to the keep, Tybault and Widdard behind him. Uthbald stood his
ground until the last moment, then stepped aside with
an insulted huff as the mercenary brushed against him.
The man smelled of camphor and garlic, Fingus noted.
They passed under the high arch of the main gate,
moving through several torchlit anterooms, until they
finally stepped into the great reception hall. The lofty
space was utilitarian to the point of being stark, furnished with only a few scattered braziers, blue banners
on the walls, and a carpet before the podium at the far
end. A long desk was on the podium, the chairs still
empty. In the light from a row of narrow windows high
up on the left wall, throngs of delegates and petitioners
awaited their turn to present their cases to the municipate, their chatter like the drumming of rain on a roof.
Tybault groaned. “This is going to take all day!”
“You got other places to be?”
“I have an appointment with an ale or two down at
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the The Mottled Mare.”
“The Mare doesn’t open its doors until noon,
Tybbo. We’re in no hurry.”
The Arctonian groaned again.
They waited for a quarter of an hour, until finally an
iron-banded door in the side of the hall swung open. A
hush fell over the room as a figure in a blue minkhemmed frock egressed, accompanied by four other
men wearing velvet jackets and hose.
The municipate Varren was a thin man in his fifties
with an ancestry so mixed he was almost nondescript.
His skin was pale and his hair gray, and he was blearyeyed from spending too much time poring over documents in meager light. He shot the waiting crowd a
weary look, then spotted the two mercenaries. “Fingus. Tybault.”
“Your grace,” the Targosian nodded and walked up
to him. “You look well.”
Varren let out an amused snort. “And you’re a terrible liar. Who’s this?”
“A Hammer bounty. A word, your grace?”
“If you make it quick.” The municipate motioned his
advisors and assistants to proceed up to the dais, then
followed the Targosian mercenary over to a corner of
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the reception hall while Tybault waited in line with
Widdard.
“I have reason to believe,” Fingus explained in a low
voice, “that this man might be wrongfully accused.”
Varren nodded. “And you have proof of this?”
“Not as such.”
“Then there’s not much I can do.”
“The problem, municipate, is that the Hammers
aren’t interested in whether he’s guilty or not. They’re
just looking for a scapegoat, so this Uthbald fellow
who let it happen on his watch can temper his superiors’ wrath.”
“I understand, but—”
“Once they get him, it’s over. They’ll send the boy to
the mines, or you’ll find him in a gully with a broken
neck before the week is out. You know it as well as I.
And the men who actually swindled them will go free.
I don’t know about you, your grace, but I have no
fondness for that kind of justice.”
Varren made an uncomfortable face. “Exactly what
are you asking of me, Fingus?”
“I’m asking you to make an official investigation into
the matter.”
“You’re joking!”
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“It’s well within your power as municipate,” the Targosian reminded him.
“You have no idea what I’m dealing with here!” Varren hissed. “My relation with the Hammers is uneasy
as it is, I have to fight tooth and nail to maintain control over this place. And now you’re asking me to poke
the hornets’ nest with a stick?”
“All I’m asking for is time, your grace. If I can prove
he didn’t do it, the Hammers’ claim on him is invalid.
If you won’t investigate it, at least detain Widdard for a
week or two, and I’ll have someone look into it. ”
“Who?”
“I’m thinking Tybault.” Fingus inclined his head toward the Arctonian. “He seems to have taken a personal interest in clearing the boy’s name.”
Varren chewed on a nail—a remarkably unlordly
habit for a man of his position—while staring intently
at the catlike man and the flaxen-haired youth at his
side. Fingus could almost hear the little gears in his
head spinning. As the municipate finally sighed and
spoke, he knew he had managed to convince him.
“As it turns out,” Varren said slowly, “you’re in luck,
master Fingus. Tomorrow is Saint Nabba’s Day. After
that, I believe six days of rest and worship must be ob52

served before the three days of Ostery.” He looked at
Fingus with an expression of exaggerated piety. “It’s
dreadfully annoying how slow the wheels of bureaucracy turn during the holy days, wouldn’t you say?
Still, what can we do—honoring the lord Ailor must
come before the affairs of men.”
The Targosian grinned broadly. “Thank you, your
grace. I owe you a favor.”
“Your whole damn company owes me a favor, Fingus,” the municipate grunted, “and don’t you forget
it.” For all his outward meekness, Varren had a core of
steel. No weaker man would have remained municipate in a Hammer town for this long—unless he was
their puppet, of course, but Varren’s willingness to put
a spoke in the Guild’s wheel seemed to rule that possibility out. As he walked away to take his place at the
desk, he looked at Fingus over his shoulder. “But
you’re going to have to wait for your turn like everyone else!”
An hour went by as petitioner after petitioner
brought their various affairs before the municipate and
his advisors; disputes, complaints, accusations, pleas,
demands and quite a few cases of general brown-nosing. As each matter was concluded, Varren rang a sil53

ver bell that hung from a small wooden stand on the
desk. Beside Fingus, Tybault’s eyes were starting to
glaze over. He nudged the Arctonian in the ribs, and
the man jolted with a grunt. Fingus had seen Tybault
fall asleep standing up on a few occasions, and recognized the warning signs.
Finally, after what felt like half an eternity, it was
their turn. They stepped up before the dais, and Fingus
stated their business in matter-of-fact tones.
“Very well,” municipate Varren said when he was
done. “We will take this man into our custody.” He
made a pause, then added, “And in our custody he will
remain for ten days, until after the Ostery celebration,
after which he will be released into the care of the
Hammer Guild.”
An outraged gasp was heard from the other side of
the hall. Fingus turned his head and spotted Uthbald
and his lapdog. The Vasilian was fuming, ready to
storm up to the dais and vehemently express his displeasure. The younger man stopped him with a light
hand on his arm, leaning forward to whisper something. Just barely appeased, the treasurer nodded and
the two men departed.
Varren rang the silver bell again, dismissing the mer54

cenaries and signaling that the next petitioner may
step forward.
“We’ll get to the bottom of this,” Tybault said to
Widdard as a guard appeared. Widdard nodded,
though remained silent as he was escorted away. With
that, they headed toward the exit.
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“So what’s the plan?” the Arctonian asked as they descended the stairs and crossed the courtyard, where
the crowd had thinned and a light rain was falling
again.
“You stay in Highcliff. Poke around where you can,
but watch your back. The Hammers will be on their
guard now, and you can’t rely on Varren to protect
you if you do something stupid.”
“I’m not an idiot.”
“If you do find something out, though, you go directly to him. And don’t stay at the Mare, pick some
inn where you’re not a familiar face. You need coin?”
“I always need coin, Fin.”
“Go talk to Adsel. She’s the moneylender on Merchant’s Row.”
“I know who she is.”
“Good. Tell her I sent you, and get as much as you
need for lodgings and for bribes. We’ll settle the debt
with her later. Soon as I get back to camp, I’ll send
Scrugg and Yorek here. Keep your head down until
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they arrive, and—” Fingus broke off as they found the
treasurer and his man waiting outside the stables.
“So you have the municipate’s ear, Targosian,” Uthbald leered as soon as he laid eyes on them. “How very
good for you. But the Guild will not forget this slight,
mark my words.”
“I’ll keep it in mind. Now, the payment?”
The treasurer gave him a long inimical look, then
nodded to his companion. The man brought out a
leather purse from a satchel on his hip, and tossed it to
the Targosian.
Fingus weighed the purse in his hand. While the
right size, it felt light. “How much is in here?” he
asked. As the two men glanced at each other, he
added, “You might as well tell me, I’m perfectly capable of counting the coins if I have to.”
“Fifty silvers, just as agreed on,” Uthbald informed.
The Targosian opened the purse and peeked inside.
With a grunt, he handed it to Tybault. “Care to have a
look at our prize, Tybbo?”
The Arctonian dug around in the purse, then produced a small lusterless coin that he held up before
him. “This is a Rhanese quarter-wheel. Only four
grains of silver.” He threw it on the grimy paving
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stones at the men’s feet. “This is a Dessian penny.
Three grains.” Clink. “This—I don’t even know what
this is, but it’s too light to have even one grain of silver
in it.” Clink. “This one’s good, though.” Tybault proceeded to sort through the entire purse, and when he
was done, only seven good ones remained in his hand
while the ground in front of the Hammers was spangled with little roundels of cheap, dull metal.
“So,” Fingus said to them, “seven is quite a ways
from fifty, wouldn’t you agree?”
“Nowhere in the contract was it specified that a certain currency be provided as payment,” the treasurer
retorted with a scornful smile. “Maybe you should
read it again. If you can read, that is.”
“Are you trying to make me angry, Hammerman?
Then you’re going to have to come up with better insults than that. Look, I’m not an unreasonable man.
Clearly there’s been an unfortunate misunderstanding,
and I’m going to give you half an hour to clear it up.
You send that footman of yours”—Fingus pointed
—“to fetch forty-three silver pieces of proper weight
and value from your coffers before the time is up.”
The Vasilian raised an amused eyebrow. “Or what?”
“Or I’m going to make you eat every single one of
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those worthless coins.” The headache was returning,
and Fingus was losing his patience with this buffoon.
Uthbald let out a callous bark of laughter. “I don’t
know who you think you’re dealing with, Targosian.
You are in no position to make either threats or demands. Take the payment you have been offered, or
don’t. Your choice. However, do not for one moment
think this will end with you riding off with more than I
have seen fit to give you.”
Fingus looked at the man, thinning his eyes. An idea
had started to form at the back of his head. “Is that
so?”
“That is indeed so.”
“I guess we’ll see about that, won’t we?” Fingus
turned on his heel and headed back inside the keep,
Tybault hurrying after him.
“What are you up to now, Fin?” the Arctonian asked
as they passed through the same series of chambers as
before. “Nothing stupid, I hope. I don’t mind a little
tussle, but there’s only the two of us, and that fat prick
can have a dozen Hammer goons here in no time.”
“There’ll be no fighting today if I can help it.”
“You sure? Because you look like you want to hurt
someone.”
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“Just shut up and let me handle this, Tybbo.”
As they entered the austere hall again, two grubby
men in farmers’ wool coats stood before the dais. They
fell silent as the mercenary approached.
“Fingus?” The municipate seemed vexed with his
reappearance. “What’s the meaning of this?”
“Pardon the interruption, sir. Where’s the boy we
brought with us?”
“He’s back there,” Varren said, motioning toward a
door in the back of the hall, “but—”
“Thank you, your grace.” Before Varren had a
chance to object, Fingus moved past the podium and
pushed the door open. Their steps echoed hollowly
through the corridor beyond. In a windowless back
room with naked stone walls lit by a single torch, Widdard sat on a bench with his bound hands in front of
him and a defeated slump to his shoulders. A robed
scribe was writing something down on a piece of paper
clamped to a board, while a lone guard was unlocking
a pair of shackles to replace the rope. The three of
them looked up as the mercenaries entered.
“There’ll be no need for that,” Fingus said to the
guard, then turned to Widdard. “Get up, lad. You’re
coming with us.”
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Perplexed, he rose. “Why?”
“I’ll explain later. Are you good at your craft?”
“Very.” The young man straightened his back. “For
six years I apprenticed under—”
“Splendid. Welcome to the Black Banners.”
“What?” Widdard exclaimed.
“What?” Tybault echoed.
There was a rustle of fabric behind them, and the
municipate strode in with one of his advisors in tow.
“What is going on?” he demanded.
“There’s been a change of plan,” Fingus said, cutting
the clerk’s bonds.
“What are you talking about?”
“The Hammers won’t pay for the goods, so I’m
keeping them.”
“You can’t do that!” Varren blurted, then frowned.
“Can you?”
“Refusing to pay, or attempting to pay a sum lesser
than what was agreed on, is a breach of contract. Ask
your lawmen if you don’t believe me.”
“That is correct, your grace,” the advisor nodded as
Varren gave him a quizzical look. “The payment is to
be delivered in full upon completion of the assignment, otherwise the bounty is forfeit.”
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“The Hammers won’t be happy about this,” the municipate warned.
“That’s their problem.”
“Hammer Guild problems tend to become my problems, too.” Varren furrowed his brow. “It seems I have
no legal right to prevent you from taking him, though.
You sure you won’t reconsider? Fifty silvers is nothing
to sniff at, maybe you could go to one of Uthbald’s superiors and demand it.”
The Targosian shook his head. “This man is worth
more to us than that.”
“Fine.” Varren nodded and turned to leave, then
paused in the doorway. “You still owe me a favor!”
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Fingus, Tybault and Widdard got their horses from
the stables and walked them through the fortified gate
between the keep and the third level. They were just
about to mount up when the sound of quick footfalls
on cobbles reached their ears. The treasurer appeared
again, red-faced and winded and holding up the hem
of his robe as he hurried toward them. This time, he
was accompanied by a female corporal and six Hammer guards who looked confused more than anything
else. It was clear they were not accustomed to being
ordered around by a man who spent his days counting
coins, and didn’t quite know what to make of the situation.
“Where are you taking that boy?” Uthbald wheezed,
brushing at the crinkles in his long garment as he tried
to regain his composure and dignity.
Fingus gave him a long look. “I don’t see how that’s
any of your business.”
“Hand him over and I’ll get the payment sorted, you
have my word. This is your last chance!”
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“Sorry. The deal’s off, and you saw to that yourself.”
The Vasilian’s face contorted with anger, and he
pointed at Fingus with a stubby, well-manicured finger. “Corporal Vanesha, kill that man! And kill the
other one, too, if he interferes!”
“Sir?” The woman’s eyebrows shot up. She was
ebony-haired, amber-eyed and honey-skinned, likely
from Nessos or one of the city-states of the Spice
Road.
“I said, kill him! What part of that could possibly be
unclear?”
“You sure about this, treasurer?” Fingus released his
grip on the reins and put his hand on the hilt. “Because
I don’t believe the Black Banners would take kindly to
such an action.”
“The Black Banners?” Vanesha eyed him warily.
“He’s lying, of course!” the treasurer snorted. “Have
you ever heard of a Banners company from
Northreach? Now, I ordered you to kill that Targosian
cur!”
“Master Uthbald,” said the corporal, “I would
strongly advise against it. If he’s telling the truth—”
“Did I ask for your advice? Do as I say, woman!”
“Very well.” Vanesha drew her sword, then looked
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at a trio of town guards who hovered near the gate,
knowing better than to get involved in what was obviously Hammer business. “You there! Yes, you. I call
upon you as witnesses that I was ordered to do this,
and that treasurer Uthbald refused to heed my warning. Do you understand?” The three men nodded.
“Good. Then I have a chance of proving that the war
wasn’t my fault.” She moved toward Fingus.
“Wait,” the Vasilian said, “what war?”
The corporal paused and turned to him. “If a Hammer Guild representative attacks a Black Banners representative without legitimate cause, war might be the
outcome. Isn’t that so, sir?” She looked at Fingus.
“Guild wars have indeed happened before, and for
less.” Fingus narrowed his eyes, realizing the corporal
was doing her best to avoid a stupid conflict with potentially far-reaching consequences. “Though I’m sure
the treasurer knows what he’s doing.”
Vanesha winked at him. “I’m sure. Shall we…?”
“Yes, better get on with it, I suppose.” Fingus unsheathed his weapon, and they advanced on one another as the townsfolk scattered around them. Tybault, who had also figured out what was going on, just
stood there watching with a faint smile on his lips.
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Widdard looked aghast.
The Hammer corporal made a half-hearted lunge at
Fingus. Their swords connected with a metallic whine,
blades sliding against one another to become locked at
the crossguards. When their faces were only inches
apart, Vanesha mumbled, “I have no desire to harm
any of you. That fat idiot is going to need a few moments to come to his senses, though.”
“I know,” Fingus grunted in response. “You think
he’s ever seen a swordfight up close?”
“I doubt it.”
“Then he won’t know we’re not actually fighting,
will he?”
“My thoughts exactly.” The corporal grinned. “Let’s
show him an entertaining little dance.”
Fingus and Vanesha made a big show of it. They exchanged blows, not so gently that it might look suspicious, but just slow enough that both combatants
knew exactly when to dodge and deflect. The woman
was good, Fingus reflected as he parried an overhand
strike. No amateur had such control of their movements that they could slow them down like this. Too
bad she works for the Hammers. With Haldan gone, we
could use a fighter like her.
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They continued this game for some time, until Uthbald finally shouted, “Stop!”
“Sir?” Vanesha took a step back, lowering her
weapon.
“I order you to spare this man’s life.”
“Thank you,” Fingus said mildly and scabbarded his
sword, “that’s very kind of you.”
Uthbald’s eyes burned as he looked at him. “This
isn’t over, Targosian. And you, you straw-headed
whoreson, you can wipe that smirk off your face!”
If anything, Tybault’s smile widened. As the Vasilian
tromped off with the guards in tow, corporal Vanesha
shot them an apologetic glance.
“That was fun,” the Arctonian commented, “right,
lad?”
“I don’t understand,” Widdard said to Fingus, ignoring Tybault. “What will happen to me? You’re going to
make me work for you?”
“Make you? Son, we’re not slavers. If you want to
go, then go. But as the fat prick said, they won’t forget
this. It’s only a matter of time before someone comes
after you again. Don’t you think you’ll be safer with
us?”
As Widdard made a dubious frown, Tybault slapped
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him on the shoulder. “Chin up, Widdy. We’re not so
bad once you get to know us. We’re certainly no worse
than the Hammers!”
The clerk gave him a long look. “That’s a relief.”
They mounted up and threaded their way down the
levels of Highcliff. No one tried to stop them. They
rode out the town gates under a sky that was still making up its mind whether to rain again or not. Some
hour into the journey home, Fingus put his hand to his
forehead with a groan as something dawned on him.
“Corum’s hairy ass!” he exclaimed.
Tybault looked at him. “What is it?”
“I forgot Barak’s gavah.”
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The journey back was wet and uneventful, and the
three men rode in silence with their hoods up against a
stiff northwester driving the cold rain before it. After
having spent the night in an old woodcutter’s cabin
where cobwebs hung from the rafters like tattered lace,
they pressed on at first light, skies clearing above them,
and saw chimneys and thatched roofs in the distance
just as an eager spring sun peeked over the treetops.
When they rode into the village, they noticed a
crowd gathered outside the inn. Mealda was there, as
were Malabin, Wylla, and some six or seven others.
Fingus hopped of his horse and looked around.
“What’s going on?”
“They’re gone!” The captain’s face was tense with
anger.
“Who’s gone?”
“Who do you think?” Mealda spat. “Bendig, Jerro,
Eodan and four others. Whatever friends Haldan had,
they’re gone, all of them. Snuck away in the night like
thieves. Took a fine chunk of our supplies with them,
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too. If the key hadn’t been around my neck, and the
strongbox in my house, I bet all our gold would have
been gone as well.”
“Scrugg?”
“No, not Scrugg. He’s the one who alerted me.” She
sighed. “They asked him, he says, though he didn’t go
with them.”
“Why?”
“You’d have to ask him.” She motioned toward the
inn’s door. “He’s in there.”
As Fingus stepped inside, Scrugg looked up from
where he was sitting restlessly at a table. Yorek was
standing nearby, spear in hand and a grim look on his
black-bearded face. As Scrugg rose in the presence of
an officer, Yorek nudged him with the shaft. “Stay
seated and hands where I can see them, I said.”
“There’s no need for that,” the Targosian said. “If he
wanted to take Haldan’s side, he would have. You’re
relieved.”
“Sir, I don’t think—”
“That’s an order, Yorek.”
“Sir.” With a sullen nod, the broad-shouldered man
took his leave. He was able and dutiful to a fault,
Yorek, yet lacked the subtlety and imagination to
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properly handle a situation like this.
“So,” Fingus said, sitting down as the door closed
behind Yorek, “I take it they asked you to come with
them and join up with Haldan?”
The Westerner looked straight at him and slid his
palm over his shaved scalp. “Aye, that they did. And I
told ‘em to go fuck ‘emselves.”
Fingus grunted. “I was under the impression you
agreed with Haldan. Regarding joining the Banners, I
mean.”
“I do.” Scrugg flashed a cynical smile. “I’ve lost
many friends to the Banners over the years. When I
was sailin’ with a band of corsairs in the Sea of Storms,
a Black Banners frigate overtook us one night. They
killed all but a handful, the rest of us they tortured ‘til
we gave up the location of our hideout.”
“I’m sorry.”
“Don’t be. We were bleedin’ pirates! And the Banners were just doin’ their job, as appointed by whatever king gave ‘em their privateer letter. I don’t desire
to become one of ‘em. That don’t mean I can’t see the
cap’n’s point, like. And it certainly don’t mean I’d
rather follow a man like Haldan! This is prob’ly the
best and most honest job I ever had, and I ain’t givin’ it
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up to become no outlaw again.”
“I thought you liked him.”
“Liked ‘im?” Scrugg chuckled. “Well, I s’pose I do, in
a way. He’s a simple enough man, Haldan. Easy to get
a grip on. Follows his cock and his bloodlust and his
twisted sense of pride, and that’s all there’s to ‘im. But
there’s only misery and death in that man’s future,
mark my words.”
Fingus nodded slowly, reflecting on this strangely
prophetic statement. “What do you think he’ll do?”
“Whatever he wants, I’d wager. Haldan always
does.” Scrugg scratched his bald pate and added,
“Alone, I wouldn’t worry ‘bout ‘im. Now he has followers, though, and that makes ‘im dangerous. I’d
watch my back if I were you, sir.”
“I always do, but thanks for the warning, Scrugg.”
Fingus exited the building, squinting as his eyes adjusted to the light of the morning sun.
“Well?” Mealda said.
“Scrugg’s with us. I have no doubt about it, and I
don’t want anyone hovering over him like he’s some
kind of spy or traitor.” Fingus shot Yorek and some of
the others a meaning look. “Am I making myself
clear?” A unison ‘yes, sir’ came in response to his
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words. “Good. Now, get back to your duties. Malabin,
take Tolly with you and make a list of exactly what is
missing. Tybault, Yorek, bring a couple of men and
make a wide sweep around the village. It can’t hurt to
make sure, even though I doubt those bastards are still
in the vicinity.”
The men dispersed in different directions and Fingus was alone with Widdard and the captain. The
young man was still on his horse. Mealda looked up at
him with a crease between her eyebrows.
“Weren’t you supposed to exchange that fellow for
fifty silvers?”
“I was. But the Hammers weren’t prepared to pay
for his capture after all, so I decided to keep him.”
“Keep him? He’s not a stray dog, Fingus.”
“No, but he is a bookkeeper. And a good one, too,
according to himself.”
Mealda turned to Widdard. “Is this true?”
“It is, my lady,” the boy nodded.
“My lady.” The captain grinned. “I like this one!”
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Daenastide, the holiday Westerners called Ostery,
came and went. Just as the month of Turnsoil passed
into Seedrise, a late winter storm came howling down
from the mountains and covered the village and the
surrounding countryside in three inches of snow.
Barak, though having spent many a year in
Northreach, had a childish love for this cold white
stuff that was unheard of in his southern homeland,
and filled his big hands with snow and dumped it over
Jorl. The armorer got so peeved about a bystander
laughing at him that he flung a clump of wet snow at
the man. Soon, the entire mercenary camp was engaged in a snowball fight that would have put the children that once lived there to shame.
All was not play and merriment, though. Under
Marek’s care, Alfric’s wounds eventually began to heal,
but the Brendish archer was a changed man. Once
outgoing and all smiles, he now mostly kept to himself,
responding with grunts or just silence to those who
addressed him. The fletcher Nell took him under her
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wing, instructing him in her craft while teaching him
how to live with and work around his new handicap.
Nell herself was deaf, communicating mostly with
hand gestures, and this helped Alfric see his situation
in a different light. Soon, the Brendishman was making
arrows—first unusable, then crude, and before long
acceptable—and in this Alfric seemed to find a peaceful kind of satisfaction.
Widdard also went through a difficult time. He was
frowned upon for being a Hammerman, for many
members of the company had bad experiences with
the ruthless mining guild. Though as he took over the
captain’s bookkeeping duties, and Mealda consequently had more time to spend with all of them, he
was tolerated. When Widdard turned out to be a
skilled Stronghold player, tolerance became acceptance, and eventually a reluctant fondness. Tournaments were held once a week, and everyone who knew
the game would go up against Widdard while the rest
would bet on the outcome. Four weeks into Widdard’s
time with the company, the only one who had bested
him was Tybault, and only on a technicality. The
board game tournaments were the talk of the camp,
and Widdard was soon considered a genius.
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No word of Haldan and the deserters reached them,
however, and Fingus secretly hoped that he would
never see the Northerner again. Deep down inside, he
was far from convinced he would walk away from such
an encounter, at least not in one piece.
Early one morning, when the trees around the village had begun to break out into a fuzzy green and Belinsday was just around the corner, Fingus was wakened by shouts from outside. He was tired and sore
after having spent most of the night in the saddle, returning from a job in the west along with Yorek and a
few others. Only his lifelong warrior’s training prevented him from just pulling the blanket over his head
and going back to sleep. With a groan and a curse, he
swung his legs over the side of the bed. He was dressed
and armed just as a lad knocked on the door, declaring
that the municipate had arrived to speak with the captain and him.
Varren? Now what’s this?
The lord of Highcliff and eight guards in blue cantered into the village just as Fingus neared Mealda’s
dwelling. With a frown on his face, he watched them
rein in and get off their horses.
“Why so grim, Fingus?” Varren asked lightly. “I
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haven’t come to arrest you.”
“Just surprised to see you, your grace. Didn’t know
you were one for countryside outings.”
“Oh, I try to get out as much as I can. Sadly, that
isn’t very often. Besides, I’d prefer playing this close to
the chest, and the keep is crawling with Hammer
spies.”
They went inside the captain’s cottage and Mealda
offered Varren wine. The municipate declined with a
headshake. “Lord’s light, it’s barely breakfast time. You
people drink at this hour?”
Mealda shrugged and poured herself a cup as they
sat down by the table. “So what brings you here, municipate?”
“You’ve put me in a pickle, master Fingus.” Varren
turned to the Targosian. “Or rather, I’ve put myself in
one by letting you have your way.”
“Your grace?”
“That Widdard lad. The Hammers won’t let me hear
the end of it. They’ve been lambasting me for weeks
now, calling me a traitor and whatnot. There’s been
talk about having me removed from office.”
“My lord Varren,” Fingus said firmly, “Widdard is
innocent. I have no doubt about it. Moreover, if Uth77

bald hadn’t tried stiffing us—”
Varren waved his hand. “It doesn’t matter. A situation has come up that will get the Hammers off my
back and let Widdard stay with you indefinitely.”
“I’m not sure I follow.”
“There’s trouble down in Whiteford again, and I
need you and your people to go there and take care of
it.”
“What are you offering?” Mealda asked.
The municipate cocked an eyebrow at her. “How
about my unending gratitude?”
“Sir?”
“It’s really very simple. The Hammers have a bone
to pick with me. I have a war on my hands that the
Hammers foolishly started. You people owe me a favor. Sounds like all three parties have something to
gain from us playing this right, wouldn’t you say?”
“What favor?” Mealda turned her eyes on the Targosian.
Fingus grimaced. “Right. Maybe I should have mentioned that.”
“As you probably know,” Varren went on, “there’s
been increased bandit activity to the southeast, and
my troops are stretched thin keeping the roads safe. I
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don’t have enough men to fight a war right now. Not
without yielding the overland trade routes to the brigands, which of course I will not do.”
“So you want us to go and fight this war for you?”
Mealda asked.
“Actually, no. Since you’re flying the black now,
madam, the name of your company carries some significant weight. Enough weight, in fact, that I would
entrust you with a diplomatic mission of sorts.”
“And what if we say no?”
“Then I’m afraid Widdard is going to have to come
back with me to Highcliff. I understand that he has
found a place among you now, but if offering him up
to the Hammers is the only way I can assuage them, I
will take him. And I doubt you’re foolish enough to try
and stop me, seeing as how you’re operating in my dominion.” Varren shot them a level stare and rose. “I’ll
let you talk this over in private.”
As the door closed behind the municipate, Mealda
drummed her fingers on the table’s pitted surface and
looked at her second in command. “Well?”
“Well what?”
“When were you planning on telling me about owing Varren this favor?”
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“Oh. That.”
“Yes, that.”
“To tell you the truth, I had half forgotten about it.
If you recall, I got a bump on the head just before I
made the deal with him. After that, I guess I’ve had a
lot of things on my mind.” Fingus sighed. “I accept full
responsibility, of course. If we need to let Widdard go,
I’ll find someone else to replace him.”
“Don’t be ridiculous. That lad has saved me from the
life of a clerk, and that alone is enough to make me
want to agree to this.”
“I’m glad you see it that way.”
“Besides, our boys and girls are getting restless. We
haven’t seen more than the odd scrap since last year,
and everyone’s spending too much time drinking and
bickering. Even if there’s no real fighting involved, a
trip down to Whiteford digging ditches and pitching
tents will do them good.”
“They’ll be thrilled, I’m sure,” Fingus smiled.
“Probably not, but we’re not paying them to sit
around twiddling their thumbs.”
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The Swiftrun River hurtled from the stony heights of
the foothills, descending in rapid upon rapid toward
the lowlands, where the riverbed widened and deepened and the roaring waters calmed. Hugging the
river’s shore just south of the falls was the town of
Whiteford, a haphazard clutter of wooden houses and
old Imperial structures behind a weathered shale wall.
Highcliff and Whiteford had once belonged to the
same Uldani presidiary, but had become separated by
time and differences. The feud between the two townships had been going on for decades, waxing and waning like the moon.
Highcliff, backed by the Hammer Guild, sat on the
rich ore veins of the mountains, while Whiteford and
its conglomerate of merchants with ties to a Vasilian
commerce house held the river trade routes to the
south. Without the ore there was not much to trade,
and without barges to ship it there was no one to trade
with, yet this mutual dependency was no guarantee for
lasting peace, as proven by many incidents over the
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years.
This time, a group of Whiteford dockhands—unhappy with the wages they were paid—had scuttled a
Hammer barge, sending a fortune in iron and copper
ingots to the bottom of the Swiftrun. This might have
been possible to solve peacefully, had a Hammer
guard captain not been a little too eager to order his
men to fire upon the mutinous workers with the Vasilian crossbows his squad had recently been equipped
with. The dockhands’ outraged families and friends
drummed up a mob that proceeded to burn down the
Hammer Guild barracks at the cattle trading post outside town, killing everyone inside.
What the vindictive townsfolk hadn’t counted on,
however, was that the barracks also housed a squad of
Highcliff guards who had escorted one of Varren’s
consuls to Whiteford to negotiate a contract. An act of
vengeance became an act of war in one fell swoop.
Varren sent more men to get his official safely out of
Whiteford. The presence of a large Highcliff force
made municipate Belos of Whiteford see red, threatening to hang the consul from the town wall unless
Varren’s troops kept their distance. The Highcliff men
responded to this by pulling back, then torching the
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farms and hamlets that littered the slopes around the
town. When the Wolves arrived, the area was a blackened wasteland, the surviving farmers having fled inside the town walls.
The company was encamped on the southeast side
of the river valley, in a strategic spot between the trading post and the gates of Whiteford. While they had
seen some fighting early on, things had quickly calmed
down once the Whiteford soldiers and their commanders realized the mercenaries were there not to invade,
but to simply keep the peace until cooler heads prevailed. The Wolves acted as a buffer between the river
town’s forces and the Highcliff troops encamped
higher up.
Three weeks after Varren’s visit to the village, Fingus
stepped inside his pavilion to put the final nails in the
conflict’s coffin, hoping they would all get to go home
soon. The campaign was boring more than anything
else, which was something never mentioned in the annals of war and conquest. Had the Targosian known in
younger years how much tedium being a warrior entailed, he would surely have chosen some other line of
work. Might as well have become a scribe, he thought
sardonically as he brought out his writing utensils and
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a sheet of paper, putting them on the table. I’m doing
more writing than fighting, anyway.
Mealda, as the leader of the company, was a guest of
municipate Belos in the keep of Whiteford, relaying
the diplomatic proceedings to her second in command
via daily messengers. Fingus, in turn, spent his days
writing reports to Varren. He had just received word
that Belos was ready to accept Varren’s peace offering,
under certain terms and conditions. They were not unreasonable, and Fingus had no doubt the pragmatic
municipate of Highcliff would agree to them. The war
had brought the trade to a standstill, which benefited
neither side, and the merchants of both towns were
loudly rattling their respective municipate’s cages.
He was just about to dip the pen in the inkwell when
the tent flap moved, and Tybault’s balding blond head
appeared. “Fin? Sorry to bother you. There’s something you need to see.”
“Can it wait?”
“I suppose it can,” Tybault shrugged. “Makes me
uncomfortable, is all.”
Fingus narrowed his eyes and put the quill down.
Things that made the Arctonian uncomfortable were
not to be taken lightly. “All right, let’s go have a look,
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then.”
Outside, sunset was approaching and tatters of
cloud hung in a seashell pink sky. The wind stirring the
black flag that crowned the pavilion was warm and
smelled of summer. They moved between the tents
and the many fires, where the mercenaries were having
a supper of pork stew and boiled turnips. The smell reminded Fingus he should eat, too, and his stomach
growled.
As they neared the edge of the camp, Tybault
slowed his steps. The trees on all sides had been cut
down, so that no one could approach undetected. On
a stump some fifty yards outside the charge-breakers
of the perimeter sat a golden-bearded man. He wore a
mail shirt over a blue tunic, soft leather leggings, and
heavy boots. A round wooden shield with a polished
iron boss leaned against his knee, and next to it was a
mace sitting head down on the ground with its haft
sticking straight up.
Tybault pointed. “Is that someone you know?”
“I don’t think so. Why?”
“Because he’s been sitting there all afternoon, staring at us.”
“And no one has asked him what he wants?”
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“Well, no. Yorek says it might be a trap. Better to let
him approach on his own accord and state his business.”
The Targosian rolled his eyes. “Yorek’s a fine soldier, but he’s overcautious sometimes. I’ll go talk to
that fellow.” As Fingus passed the spiky defenses of the
embankment, he turned to Tybault. “Get a couple of
archers up here, just in case, though.”
The stranger rose as he saw Fingus leaving the camp.
He was an imposing man, standing well over six feet
above the ground, yet not big in a bulky and bearlike
way like Barak. His limbs were long and his shoulders
broad, and Fingus felt as though he had encountered
one of the Yettir of legend. Despite his warlike appearance, the man made no threatening motions. He just
waited patiently as the Targosian crossed the no man’s
land outside the charge-breakers.
When Fingus got close, he experienced a strange
feeling of recognition. There was something about the
man’s features that seemed familiar, yet the Targosian
was sure he would have remembered such a giant if
they had met before. “Can I help you, traveler?”
“That remains to be seen.” So thick was the man’s
beard that the curt smile was only hinted at by wrin86

kles around his blue eyes. “I am Halgrim of Olmsung. I
was told you have a man named Haldan in your ranks.
An Ulvar, like me.” He made a gesture toward his face
and body, like his nationality might somehow be unclear.
Halgrim. Haldan. Fingus nodded as the feeling of familiarity suddenly made perfect sense. “A pleasure to
meet you, Halgrim of Olmsung. I am Fingus cor
Finnagar. I’m afraid I’ll have to disappoint you,
though. Haldan took his leave of us months ago.
You’re his brother, aren’t you?” It was a guess, but an
educated one. Halgrim was too young to be Haldan’s
father, yet they looked too much alike to be anything
but close kin.
The Ulvar’s eyebrows shot up. “So he has mentioned me?”
“Not that I can recall, he never talked much of his
family. You share more than a slight resemblance,
though.”
“Where can I find him?”
“Your guess is as good as mine. He left us this
spring, just before Daenastide, and it was not what
you’d call a fond parting.”
The big man grunted. “What did he do this time?”
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“I’m sorry, what’s all this about?”
“Family business.”
“I see.” Fingus scratched his stubble, feeling a
twinge of impatience. “Well, master Halgrim, I’m
afraid I can’t be of much more help than that. We’re
trying to prevent an all-out war here, and as you may
understand, I have more pressing matters to attend to
than the family business of strangers.”
Halgrim made an annoyed rumbling in his throat.
“His sister, then? Did he ever mention his sister?”
Fingus eyed the tall Ulvar, his interest suddenly
peeked. That sister, again. “He might have. What about
her?”
“She’s the reason I’m looking for him.”
“She sent you?” As he saw Halgrim squeezing his
lips together, unwilling to respond, Fingus shook his
head and turned to walk back to the camp. “Keep your
secrets then, master Halgrim. Good luck with your
search.”
“Wait.” The Ulvar held up a large, callused hand. “I’d
like to join your company, master Fingus.”
“Truly? And why would you want that?”
“Because right now, you’re the best chance I have of
finding my brother. And I think he will be back.”
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“I really doubt it, it’s been months. Him and the others are probably halfway to Crast by now.”
Halgrim snorted. “I can tell you don’t know Haldan.”
“I don’t know you either, master Halgrim, and that’s
the problem. I don’t know if I can trust you.”
“My intents are honorable, you have my word.”
“Sorry, your word’s not good enough. That brother
of yours is a madman, and for all I know, you might be
the same ilk. No offense.”
“None taken,” Halgrim said through his teeth.
“You won’t even tell me what this is about. Look at
it from my perspective. Would you let a stranger into
your midst on such grounds?”
The Northerner eyed him for a stretching moment.
Then he said, “Haldan has dishonored our clan, and I
have taken it upon myself to bring him home to face
justice for his crimes. That’s all you need to know, Fingus cor Finnagar.”
“Fair enough.” He gave the Ulvar a thoughtful look.
“How did you find us?”
“Rumors travel fast along the river. I was down in
Waldon when I heard that Northreach had gotten its
first Banners company. A motley band, too, made up
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of both Westerners and Easterners”—he grinned
coldly—“among them a fair-haired fellow, a head
taller than his comrades.”
“Yes, well.” Fingus rubbed his chin. “Haldan’s career
in the Black Banners was over long before that rumor
reached you. In fact, it lasted only for a day, if that.”
“So can I join you or not?”
The Targosian sighed. “Your brother took some of
our men with him, so we are in fact a few fighters
short. Have you done any mercenary work before?”
“I can fight, if that’s what you’re asking.”
“I was talking about following orders, Northerner.”
“I can do that, too. Sir.”
Fingus regarded him with a faint smile on his lips.
“We’ll see.”
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As Fingus’s dispatch made its way north to Highcliff,
the Targosian kept an eye on the newcomer. Halgrim’s demeanor was terse and seemingly humorless,
but that was just the way of the Ulvar. Eking out an existence in a harsh, inhospitable land did that to you,
and the Northerners were victims to it just as much as
Fingus’s own people, though the two tribes occupied
disparate parts of the world. For all their outward differences, Fingus couldn’t help but feel an odd kinship
with the man, a kinship he had never experienced in
the company of Halgrim’s brother. Haldan was proud,
boisterous, belligerent, and not overly clever. His kinsman seemed to share none of these traits.
Fingus assigned him mundane, boring and sometimes even demeaning tasks; waiting on him and Tybault, standing guard long hours in the baking sun,
and joining the other recruits in covering up the old latrine pit and digging a new one. Halgrim went about it
all with a ‘yes, sir’ and stoic determination. Not a word
of complaint came over his lips, no hint of hurt pride
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in his eyes. Recruits always received this treatment—a
test of character—and Haldan had always been on the
verge of exploding every time he was tasked with
something he considered beneath him. After a few
days, the Targosian was becoming increasingly convinced that Halgrim wasn’t, in fact, a madman.
A week after Fingus had signed and sealed the letter
and sent it off with a rider, word reached them that
municipate Varren was coming to sign the peace
treaty. Normally, such things were handled via messengers. But Varren insisted on traveling to Whiteford
to settle the deal, and Fingus immediately saw two
likely explanations for this. One, Varren had never met
the present ruler of the river town. Municipate Garvald, Belos’s predecessor, had passed away less than a
year ago, and Varren was likely eager to measure his
new opponent up. And two, the municipate of Highcliff wasn’t one to turn down an excuse to escape the
stuffy confines of his keep.
The day was cloudless and hot. In a field outside the
shale wall, a long table was being set under a red
canopy. Servants toiled in the sun while the municipate waited along with his personal guards and a small
contingent of aides and advisors in the flecked shade
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of a nearby willow tree. Mealda was also present, as
were Tybault and Halgrim. While recruits rarely got
assigned to such prominent duties, no matter their age
or skill, Fingus felt it was a good idea to keep the big
man close.
Municipate Belos was a young man of Rhanese descent, black-haired like Fingus himself, though mustached, fairer of skin, and with the subtle slant of the
eyes typical of pure-blooded Westerners. Some
Rhanese had it, as did some Uldani and Dessians, and
the attribute was perhaps a trace of a common ancestor more ancient than even the Empire itself. Just like
in the East, people were usually so interbred that they
looked more or less the same wherever you went, but
you could learn to pick up on the nuances of different
tribes if you knew what to look for. Fingus had had
plenty of practice, consorting with people from all
over the known world throughout his life, and he entertained himself with this as the late morning moved
toward noon and they waited for the municipate of
Highcliff to arrive.
Just a half-hour earlier, a muddy and weary rider had
approached, letting them know that Varren was regrettably late. The past week’s sporadic but heavy sum93

mer rains had turned the road south into slop, and the
municipate’s carriage had gotten stuck in the mud a
few leagues away. Varren traveled on on horseback,
with only a limited retinue, and would be arriving
within the hour. Belos had received the news with
strained patience, dabbing his forehead with an embroidered handkerchief and pulling irritably at the
high collar of his violet crushed velvet doublet. Undoubtedly, he regretted not choosing more practical
clothing over finery as the midday heat almost sizzled
around them.
Belos was also an emotional man. So much became
clear the same moment Varren rode up and stiffly got
off his horse. Belos rushed forward and put his arms
around his fellow municipate, and Fingus could have
sworn the younger man had tears in his eyes. Varren,
who was infinitely more reserved in his conduct,
seemed initially shocked at the gesture, then quickly
donned his statesman’s mask and dutifully returned
the embrace. Fingus hid a smile, impressed with Varren’s reaction. That man has politics in his blood. Why is
he the ruler of a shit-hole in the middle of nowhere?
“My lord Varren,” Belos said, holding his peer at
arm’s length, like a father greeting a long lost son, “it
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gladdens me to see you, and it gladdens me even more
that we will be putting this unfortunate conflict behind
us.”
“Well said.” The municipate of Highcliff cleared his
throat and politely unentangled himself from Belos’s
grip. “It gladdens me too, for sure.”
“We have conferred by proxy, and I know we have
reached an accord. But now that you’re here, let me
again express my deepest apologies for the behavior of
some of my subjects. Rest assured they have been
dealt with accordingly.”
Varren regarded Belos as though he wasn’t quite
sure whether he was being mocked somehow. The
younger man sounded like something out of an old
Imperial account. When Varren seemed to realize the
words were spoken in earnest, he nodded. “Thank you,
your grace. Not too harshly, I hope? While mob rule
should never be tolerated, those commoners had lost
friends and loved ones, and their actions are somewhat
understandable.”
“The measures I took were strictly disciplinary,” Belos smiled. “They will not be taking the law into their
own hands again.”
“That is good to hear. I, too, have taken firm action.
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The officer who ordered the razing of your farms have
been demoted and flogged.”
“Well and good.” Belos motioned toward an aging
man waiting with his retinue. “As you can see, your
consul Bedwick is safe and sound.”
When the pleasantries were done with, they seated
themselves at the table. The municipates sat at each
end. Mealda was on Varren’s right, Fingus on his left,
and Belos had the captain of his bodyguard and his
chief advisor on either side of him. Tybault and Halgrim remained standing some distance away, as did
the municipates’ respective guard forces.
A liveried servant appeared at Varren’s elbow to fill
the municipate’s goblet from a copper ewer. The stubbled man was ordinary-looking, and Fingus’s gaze
swept past him as he looked around the table. Everyone was chatting politely, if not outright amiably,
while trays of ale-basted venison garnished with parsley and horseradish were brought forth.
Stubbled? The Targosian did a double take, returning his eyes to the servant. The man had taken a few
steps back, staring straight ahead with a vacant expression. Fingus frowned. The rest of the servants were immaculately groomed. Belos’s retainers have had a busy
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morning, maybe he just forgot to shave.
Then a muscle twitched in the man’s face, and for
the briefest of instants his eyes flicked to the municipate of Highcliff before him, who was raising his goblet.
Fingus went cold. “Varren!” he cried out. “Don’t!”
The municipate shot Fingus a surprised look over
the rim of the drinking vessel. Then he let out a startled cry as the Targosian hurled himself at him, throwing him from his chair and sending the cup flying in a
rain of golden wine. The man posing as a servant was
moving forward, letting the ewer drop to the ground,
and reached inside the folds of his garments.
“Meddling cunt!” he barked, pulling out a thinbladed knife.
As was the custom, Fingus and everyone else
around the table were unarmed. While nowhere near
as good a hand-to-hand fighter as Tybault, he was
hardly defenseless, even without a weapon. But the assassin had the upper hand. Fingus was in an awkward
position after having thrown himself at Varren, and he
could do little more than grasp desperately at the
man’s arm as the blade descended, drawing a thin red
line across his cheek. If that knife’s poisoned as well, I’m
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done for.
Then Halgrim was there. Fingus hadn’t even seen
him move. One moment, the assailant’s knife was
nearing his throat. The next, the left side of the man’s
head caved in and he was thrown to the side. The
Northerner looked at Fingus, blood and brains dripping from his mace, and nodded. There was a heartbeat of stunned silence, then the guards suddenly
milled around the table like so many headless chickens. Halgrim walked right through them, quietly returning to Tybault’s side while wiping the flanges of
the mace on the grass.
Belos was so obviously shocked by the attempt on
Varren’s life that neither Fingus nor Varren himself
could suspect him for having ordered it. His mouth
opened and closed several times, like a fish on dry
land, until finally he exclaimed, “My dear lord Varren!
Are you all right?”
“I am,” the municpate of Highcliff responded as Fingus helped him to his feet. “Just a little shaken.”
“And you, master Fingus?”
“I’m in one piece, your grace.” He fingered the cut
on his cheek. “Barely.”
“Adelbard!” Belos bellowed, looking around. “Adel98

bard, where are you?”
A brown-bearded man in red satin detached himself
from the chattering group of servants and approached,
wide-eyed with apprehension. The golden chain
around his neck identified him as Belos’s chamberlain.
“Your grace?”
“Who was that man?” the municipate snarled, grabbing hold of two handfuls of Adelbard’s opulent tunic.
“I-I don’t know, your grace,” the chamberlain stammered. “I have never seen him before today. I had to
summon extra help, and he came highly recommended.”
Belos bared his teeth and shook the man. “So you allow unknown men into the presence of me and my
guests without consulting me first?”
“I’m sorry, your grace! That’s how it’s commonly
done! I didn’t think—”
“Recommended by whom?” Mealda said pointedly
on the other side of the table.
Belos looked at her, his rage subsiding into smoldering anger as her words sunk in. He released his grip on
the chamberlain and nodded grimly. “An astute question, indeed. Recommended by whom, Adelbard? Do
you recall?”
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“One of the Vasilian merchants, your grace. The
name escapes me, though I can find out.”
“It would seem you’re not quite done with the disciplinary measures yet, my lord Belos,” Mealda commented.
As the guards dragged the corpse away and servants
went about cleaning up the unsightly mess of blood
and poisoned wine, Fingus removed himself from the
table and went over to Halgrim.
“Thank you,” he said to the Northerner. “You just
saved my life, and Varren’s as well. Would you sit with
us at the table?” He grunted. “Once they’re done
cleaning, I mean.”
The big man shook his head. “I ask only one thing in
return, sir. That we pack up and get going. This is taking too long, and I have a bad feeling.”
Fingus looked at Tybault, who shrugged noncommittally. “Very well. You two go back to camp and
make the preparations. We should be done here before the day is out, and the nights are light and warm.
We could put a fair distance behind us if we ride well
past sunset.”
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Fingus knew something was wrong even before they
spotted the smoke. He should have been relieved they
were finally returning home, yet a feeling of unease
had been slowly creeping up on him since they broke
camp that morning, like the tickling of a bug crawling
up the back of his neck. He tried to ignore it, telling
himself it was just Halgrim’s ominous words that had
been stuck in his head for the past few days. For all his
efforts, the feeling would not go away.
Then the dense firs on each side of the road thinned,
and they saw gray columns against the pale sky. A
flurry of shouts and curses rose from the band of mercenaries, like a flock of startled birds. All at once they
were spurring their horses, leaving the supply wagons
behind as they set off in a frenzied gallop.
A short while later, just some mile from the village,
they caught sight of Barak. The smith was coming
down the dirt road with a knapsack slung over his
shoulders. His brown face was ashen with anger and
weariness, and he was limping. As Barak heard the ap101

proaching hoofbeats he looked up, then slumped to
the ground and sat there, panting.
They reined in as they reached Olmachi, and Fingus
hopped from his horse. “What’s happened?” he asked,
leaning down to put a hand on Barak’s shoulder.
The man made a powerless gesture with his big
hands. The blacksmith’s hammer on his belt still had
blood and hair on it. “We’ve been attacked. I was on
my way to let you know.”
Mealda stared at him. “On your way to Whiteford,
on foot?”
“They took the horses, jeda,” Barak snorted, “and I
do not have wings.”
“Blood and steel, man,” Fingus said, “you’re
wounded!”
“I’m in better shape than many others.”
“It was Haldan,” Tybault said. It was not a question.
“Him, Jerro, and a group of others,” Barak affirmed.
“You,” the captain barked to a couple of men, “get
him on a horse and help him back to the village. The
rest of you, on me! Quickly, now!”
As the mercenaries stormed off and Fingus was
mounting up to join them, Barak looked up at him and
said, “It’s too late, ada. They’re long gone.”
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“We’ll take care of it,” Fingus said, realizing how hollow the words sounded even as he spoke them, “it’ll be
all right.”
Bodies were strewn across the main street’s dirt. The
stable was burning, along with the inn and half a dozen
other buildings. Wylla, who had remained behind in
charge of the village, was shouting orders at a handful
of panicked recruits. Her braided red hair shone almost as vividly as the hungry flames, and her mail shirt
was spattered with blood which didn’t look to be her
own. Under her supervision, they were dragging barrels of spears and bundles of arrows out from the armory. The house was yet unscathed, but the flames
from the adjacent stable were licking the eaves, and it
was only a matter of time before it was also engulfed.
Fingus just stared at the devastation with a tightness
in his chest. Halgrim rode up beside him. Though the
Ulvar remained silent, his raised eyebrow said I told
you so clearer than words. Then the Targosian snapped
out of his numb state. He got off his warhorse, yelling
at the troops to make themselves useful. Some dismounted and scurried off to help the injured, though
many just remained in their saddles, looking confused
and disenchanted. Fingus couldn’t blame them. The
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little village had become a safe haven, a place of comfort people like them were not used to. Seeing it go up
in flames was no more than a reminder that it had
been too good to be true.
Wylla, having spotted them, came running. “Forgive me, ma’am,” she said to the captain, lowering her
gaze. “I’ve let you down.”
“It’s not your fault,” Mealda responded distantly,
looking at her little house.
Widdard was in the street, trying to put the captain’s
cottage out with water from the well. It was clear it was
hopeless, and with a sound that was half a sob, half a
curse, the young man threw the empty pail on the
ground, defeated. Then he noticed them and looked
up. “Captain. Master Fingus. Master Tybault.” His
voice was hoarse.
“You all right, lad?” Tybault jumped from the saddle
and went to his side.
“They came just before dawn,” Widdard said, as if he
hadn’t heard the Arctonian’s question. “They took the
gold and the horses. And they took the girls.”
Tybault grabbed his arm. “They did what?”
“The girls,” Widdard repeated. “They took them. All
of them except Etha.” His face grew stiff at the mem104

ory. “She put up a fight and they cut her down. The
others went peacefully after that.”
“Merian?” Tybault asked uneasily, letting go.
“She’s alive as far as I know. But they took her, too. ”
A few yards away, two pale-faced lads were lifting a
limp, bloodied body onto a cart that already held several corpses. It was the gray-haired man who had been
mending a boot all those weeks ago. His name was
Gerad. Fingus remembered now, when it was too late
to matter.
Tolly sat on the stoop of a small house across the
street, his linen shirt covered in blood, breathing shallowly. He weakly raised his hand as he saw them nearing. His face was almost as white as his hair and mustache, and it was clear the quartermaster was in pain.
“How many were they?” Fingus asked him as Marek
pushed his way through the throngs of warriors and
hurried to his uncle’s side.
“A dozen, maybe. Hard to say. It was dark, and there
were quite a few I didn’t recognize.”
“So Haldan’s been recruiting,” Mealda said.
“Seven lords of hell, uncle,” Marek said critically,
peeking under the bloody bandages, “what idiot
dressed this wound?”
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“That idiot was me, thank you very much. Now, stop
fussing over me, I’ll be all right.”
“Not when that gets infected, you won’t. Take off
your shirt.”
The quartermaster waved Marek away. “I said, I’ll be
all right, boy! Captain, please. You need to listen to
me.”
“What is it, Tolly?”
“I know where their hideout is.” He winced as
Marek stubbornly went about slicing the shirt open
with his knife. “They’re holed up at the Scar.”
Fingus cursed. “Are you sure?”
“They thought I was dead, sir, I heard every word.
Haldan talked about bringing the girls and the loot
back to Blackfrey. And I don’t believe there’s any other
village by that name in these parts.”
“Damn fools,” the Targosian spat.
“The Scar,” Halgrim said to him, “what is that?”
“You don’t want to know.”
“There’s an old Hammer coal mine up north,”
Mealda explained. “Some twenty years ago, they hit a
gas pocket and there was a blowup. Nearly a hundred
people died. The coal’s been burning ever since, deep
underground. The place is a wasteland now, hardly
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anything grows there. I’m surprised there’s enough left
of the settlement for them to even have roofs over
their heads.”
“So what are we waiting for?” Tybault asked. He had
been listening to the exchange with growing impatience. Clenching his jaws, he looked from Fingus to
Mealda, his concern for Merian written all over his
face.
“Not so fast,” the captain said. “We’ve just returned
from a war. We can’t just go scampering off to fight another.”
“Tybbo’s right,” Fingus said to her. “We need to end
this right now. If we let them get away with it—”
“No one’s getting away with anything, Fin. I just
don’t want us doing anything rash.”
“This is hardly the time for dilly-dallying, Mealda!
The longer we wait, the more men will join up with
Haldan, and before we know it, they might be back
again and in in larger numbers.”
The captain gave her second in command a piercing
look. Then she turned to the others. “Leave us.”
“Mealda,” Tybault said, “I think—”
“I said, leave us!”
“Ma’am.” The Arctonian made an annoyed salute
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and spun around, motioning the others to come with
him.
As the mercenaries walked away, Tolly leaning
heavily on his nephew, Mealda put her hands on her
hips and faced Fingus. “What’s the matter with you,
Fin?”
“What’s the matter?” Fingus let out a cracked, joyless laugh. “Don’t you see? This is all my fault. I could
have let Haldan go before the feast, but I didn’t. So he
almost killed Alfric. Then I foolishly spared the bastard’s life, which gained him enough sympathy to
make seven men desert us. And now this.” He spat.
“All because of me.”
“Stop feeling sorry for yourself. If you recall, it was
my decision to keep him with us.”
“I should have talked you out of it.”
“That’s enough, Fingus! Not everything is your responsibility.”
The Targosian made no response at first. He looked
at the cart, where flies were traipsing over Gerad’s unseeing eyes. “We need to end this,” he repeated.
“So you you're going to insist on us going after them
right now?”
“I don’t see us having much of a choice. If we don’t
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act, it will just embolden Haldan further. Unless you
forbid it, of course. ”
Mealda sighed. “How could I? We’d have a proper
mutiny on our hands. Look at their faces.” She eyed
the men waiting some distance away, then returned
her gaze to him. “They’ll be expecting us. And Haldan
and the others know all of our tactics.”
“We’d better come up with some new ones, then.”
The captain nodded soberly. Without another word,
she walked off toward the jabbering group of men, and
Fingus trailed after her.
“Listen up,” Mealda said to them, and they went
quiet. “We’re going to get our people back, and we’re
going to deal with this problem once and for all. For
that I need volunteers.” All the mercenaries present
took a step forward, as did some of the recruits and
helpers who had survived the attack. Even Widdard
volunteered resolutely. Mealda regarded their stony
faces. “I know you’re all angry, but think about what
you’re signing up for. What we have ahead of us is no
easy task. These people were our comrades not long
ago. If you feel uncomfortable doing this, or if you
have any doubt you’ll be able to do what needs to be
done when the time comes—without hesitation—
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walk away now. I’ll think no less of you for doing so.”
Nobody moved, and the captain nodded heavily.
“Very well. Here’s what we know.”
Fingus only listened with half an ear as she talked
about the Scar, the ruined village of Blackfrey, and the
forbidding maze of canyons they would have to negotiate to get there.
Son of a bitch, he thought, grinding his teeth. The
rest of the horses being gone put a limit on how many
able fighters they could move north quickly enough to
make a difference. Marching all their remaining troops
there would take upwards of a week, which would give
Haldan and his cohorts ample time to prepare. No,
they needed to move swiftly and strike while the bastards were still drunk on their success. There would be
feasting and there would be laxness, Fingus had no
doubt about it, and Haldan couldn’t possibly know the
company was already back from Whiteford. They’re
heading up to Blackfrey right now. Once they get there,
they’ll celebrate and get royally pissed. That gives us three
days at the most. Three days to get there in force, if we’re
to have the element of surprise on our side. The Targosian
grimaced. They could rent horses from the farms
nearby, he decided. Not warhorses, and not many,
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though enough to get them there. While the company’s coin was gone, a Black Banners note of debt
was almost as good as gold, even in this remote corner
of the world. Fingus nodded to himself, satisfied. He
turned his attention back to the captain just as she finished:
“All right, now you know what we’re facing. Today,
we bury our dead. Tonight, we ride.”
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They felt the smell of burning long before the Scar
came into sight. It was a pungent, unpleasant odor that
made their throats and noses tingle. A thin yellowish
haze was in the air, tinting the sunrise with a sickly
hue. The company was riding up the trackless foothills
of the Iron Mountains, cutting across vast moraines
where the thin soil allowed little but grass, heather and
lonely alpine flowers to grow. Looking down to the
southeast, they could just about make out the terraces
of Highcliff in the slanted light of the early morning.
Far to the north of them, the shape of Windspear Peak
rose shrouded in low clouds.
Moving ever closer, the air got increasingly warmer
and the terrain increasingly treacherous. While the
area had never been easily accessible, the coal-seam
fire had made the ground collapse in many places,
forming deep crevices where plumes of acrid smoke
wafted from the bowels of the earth. The mercenaries
coughed and cursed as they rode. Soon they came
upon the old road where the coal-carts had once rolled
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south, and here they found evidence that Haldan and
his band had passed recently. The stony dirt was
marred by hooves and littered with debris; an empty
wineskin, a copper cloak brooch, a broken bridle.
Then one man on the right side of the column called
out and pointed. Tybault kicked his bay in the sides
with a stifled oath and set off, scaring a grouse from its
hiding place in the heather. Fingus followed the man’s
finger with his gaze. A stone’s throw away lay a lifeless
shape in a gray dress, discarded like a broken toy at the
side of the road. An arrow was sticking out of her back.
Tybault dismounted and gently turned the corpse
over.
“Merian?” Fingus asked, his mouth suddenly very
dry.
The blond man shook his head. “It’s Angarad. Looks
like she tried to escape.”
“When I get my hands on Haldan…” Wylla snarled.
“Forget it,” said Tybault. “He’s mine.”
“You’re all going to have to get in line,” Fingus
broke in. “I wouldn’t mind putting my hands around
the bastard’s neck myself, but like it or not, I believe
Halgrim here has the legal right to his miserable hide.”
Many muttered disappointedly, and Tybault’s face
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was like a grim mask, though the Arctonian held his
peace.
Just past noon, they made camp in a small secluded
vale where scraggly, stunted pines rose on all sides.
They lit no fire, for fear of the smoke being spotted.
Some of the men who had been hoping for a hot meal
at the end of their long ride grumbled about this, arguing that the precaution was redundant in a place where
smoke was already everywhere. But Fingus and the
captain were adamant. They could not take any
chances.
Once they had eased their hunger with bread and
cheese, Tybault and Scrugg were sent out to determine the lay of the land. They odd duo left the camp
on foot, disappearing up the wooded side of the vale
like two shadows in the dim, unpleasant daylight. The
rest of the company waited restlessly in their absence,
conversing in hushed tones. A few hours into the afternoon, they returned.
“Well?” Mealda said to them as they neared, their
garments stained with dust and soot.
Tybault shrugged and drank from his canteen.
“There’s hardly anything left of the village. The guard
house and the chapel are still standing, the rest is just
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ruins.”
“Any idea of their numbers?”
“I saw only a handful up and about, but I counted
eight tents, which means sixteen men at the most. I
would bet Haldan resides in one of the buildings,
along with one or two others he trusts. So let’s say
twenty, give or take.” The Arctonian swished water
around in his mouth, then spat it out. “His new recruits are just rabble, though.”
“The prisoners?”
Scrugg shook his head. “Didn’t see ‘em. I’m guessin’
they’re in the chapel. Only place big enough to house
‘em, and secure enough to make sure none escapes.”
“All right, here’s what we’ll do.” Mealda crouched
down and drew the outline of the Scar in the rust-colored dirt with a stick. “We’ll split up into three groups.
Mine approaches from the south, on the main road.
They’ll have guards posted here, and I will ride up and
hail them. I’ll tell them I want to strike a deal with Haldan. That should get everyone’s attention while Fin’s
group moves in from the east through this ravine”—
she made a squiggly line on the right side, then one at
the top left—“and Tybbo’s from the northwest, down
this mountain path.”
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“Haldan may be crazy, but he’s no fool,” Yorek objected. “They’ll have guards or scouts in those other
spots as well.”
Tybault shook his head. “Even if they know about
both the ravine and the path, there’s not enough of
them to man every approach in any meaningful way.
And a scout will need to be posted a fair distance from
the camp, or their warning will be useless. We’ll have
time to deal with them.”
“All right,” Fingus said. “We should get going, then.”
Mealda nodded. “I’ll wait here with my group until
the sun sets, then we’ll approach. Make sure you’re in
position by then.”
“And then what?” someone asked.
“Then you engage at will.” She clenched her jaw.
“And we show no quarter.”
“What of the girls?” Tybault asked. “When things
get ugly, they’ll try to use them as leverage.”
The captain rested her eyes on the Arctonian for a
long moment. Then she said, “I understand your concern, Tybbo. I truly do. But if we’re going to end this
—and by the lord’s light, we have to—we can’t let
them pressure us.”
Tybault’s green eyes flashed. “So we’re just going to
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let them kill everyone?”
“Better to be dead than be a plaything for a man like
Haldan,” Scrugg said darkly. “You know it as well as I,
Tybault. And I’m sure your woman knows it, too.”
The blond man said nothing, he just shot the sailor
an appalled look.
“Look,” said Mealda, “let’s just make sure it doesn’t
come to that, all right? If we attack from three sides at
once, there’ll be too much confusion for them to put
up much of a fight, let alone—”
“I’ll free them,” Tybault interrupted. “As soon as my
group gets down there, we head for the chapel and try
to get everyone out.”
“Very well, I’ll leave that to your discretion. Don’t
forget why we’re here, though.”
“Don’t worry,” the Arctonian responded in a steely
tone, “I won’t.”
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Fingus’s group consisted of himself, Yorek, Halgrim,
Wylla and two recruits; a young man, and a woman in
her thirties. They rode in silence, traversing the rocky
landscape while a wan sun crawled sluggishly across
the sky. Some seven hours past midday, they reached
the ravine. It was a narrow-throated passage that cut
into the gray rock of the mountain like an open
wound. The bottom of the gorge was covered by
smaller rocks and gravel, here and there interrupted by
brambles and puddles of rainwater. They negotiated
the high-walled channel slowly, cautiously, edging
their way closer and closer to the vale of Blackfrey that
lay below them to the west. The wind, which moaned
through the ravine like a draft through a chimney, carried the charred pungency of the Scar to their nostrils.
“What’s going to happen to Haldan if you manage
to catch him?” Fingus quietly asked Halgrim as they
rode. He wasn’t expecting opposition—not here, not
yet—but the stone walls amplified the sound of his
voice, making him nervous.
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“I told you. He’ll be brought home to face justice for
his crimes.”
“Will he hang?”
The Ulvar’s beard bobbed as the man chewed on his
lip. “That’s too quick an end for what he did.”
An hour after they had entered the ravine, they
reined in their horses. Fingus spat an oath. The path
forward was obstructed by a small hill of rocks that
had tumbled down from the cliff wall above.
“They’ve blocked the way!” Yorek snarled.
“Use your head, man.” Wylla pointed at the rubble.
“There’s saplings growing there.”
“So?”
“So, those rocks have sat there for a couple of years
at least.”
“Oh.” Yorek frowned. He was a city boy, having
served as a guardsman in Kadrak for half his life. Plants
and nature was not his domain.
“We’ll climb over and continue on foot,” Fingus said
and swung from the saddle.
“We should go back and inform the captain,” Wylla
objected. “If we’re not there by sunset—”
“I wasn’t asking for opinions, soldier. Get off that
horse, right now. We’re walking from here.”
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“That’ll take hours!”
“So why are you wasting time arguing with me?”
Wylla fell silent, realizing her superior’s tone didn’t
invite further discussion. The Targosian was thankful
for it. The Brendishwoman was keen as a blade, and
maybe she was right. Maybe they ought to go back and
inform Mealda. Still, Fingus couldn’t shake the feeling
of urgency. Every delay would diminish their chances
of taking the deserters by surprise, and the company
was spread thin already. They would need every single
man and woman in the conflict ahead, if they were to
emerge victorious at any rate, which meant they
couldn’t waste time gallivanting around the mountains.
Better to arrive on time and on foot than not arriving at
all. Fingus looked up at the sky. The sun had begun its
slow descent toward the west, casting the bottom of
the gorge in deep shadow. The sunset was still a while
away, yet the ravine zig-zagged through the mountains, doubling the time the trek would have taken
over open land. They would be cutting it close.
They continued at a jog, swift enough to cover reasonable distance yet light enough to leave them with
strength left to fight at the end. The Targosian was re120

minded of his early days of soldiering, long before he
could afford the luxury of a horse, when every battle
was preceded by days of endless marching and nights
of aching feet.
So lost was Fingus in his thoughts that he didn’t notice the tripwire hidden among the shriveled creepers
until they were almost on top of it.
“Yorek, stop!” he hissed, but it was too late. As the
black-bearded man’s boot caught on it the wire went
taut, then snapped. There was a rattling sound that
echoed through the ravine. On the cliff wall above
them, four shapes rose outlined against the bright sky,
and a voice rang out.
“Who goes there?”
More bad luck and bad calls. Maybe I’m getting too old
for this.
“Stay where you are.” Fingus looked at the others.
Halgrim, Wylla and Yorek looked grim but collected,
hands on their hilts and hafts. The two recruits were
another story. The woman, a tall auburn-haired Easterner in a gambeson, appeared to be doing her best to
look as calm as the more experienced members of the
party. She was terrified, of course—Fingus had no
problem reading the look in her eyes and her white121

knuckle grip on the spear—but at least she was trying.
The man, on the other hand, a dark youth with Uldani
blood in him, looked like he didn’t have the wits to be
terrified.
“I said, stay where you are,” the Targosian repeated.
He might as well have been speaking Churg. Fingus
knew what was going to happen even before the young
man made his move. He could see it in the foolhardy
expression on his face. I can make a run for it, the look
said. A moving target is hard to hit. I’ll inform the captain, and I’ll be rewarded for my bravery. Fingus knew,
because he had made the same mistake once when he
was young. He had been lucky enough to live and
learn that while a moving target is harder to hit, bowmen will take that into account. A skilled one will
know how to lead his shots, firing not at you, but at the
space you will occupy the next instant. You should
never hazard that your enemy doesn’t have at least one
good archer among them, because one is all it takes.
And Fingus knew Haldan had at least a couple of capable ones in his ranks.
“Udos,” Wylla said, who had made the same observation as Fingus, “don’t even think about it.”
“It’s all right.” Udos’ smile was strained. “I can do it.
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I’ll get help.”
“No. You stay right where you are, and that’s an order.”
Without another word, the boy spun and dashed
away. Two whirrs were heard in quick succession. The
first arrow clacked against the rocks to his left, the second lodged itself in the boiled leather of his armor, just
below the shoulder, and he stumbled with a grunt.
Then a third whirr sounded, and this one caught Udos
in the back of his neck, and that was that. He tumbled
to the ground like a dropped rag doll and lay still.
The voice from above was heard again, louder this
time. “Throw your weapons on the ground, all of you!
And no quick moves, unless the rest of you want to be
turned into pin cushions, too.”
This time, Fingus recognized it. Jerro. “Do as he
says,” he said, clenching his teeth.
While two of the men kept the mercenaries in check
from their perch atop the cliff wall, arrows nocked,
Jerro and a fourth man scrambled down a sandy slope
some distance ahead and walked back to their captives.
He had dark brown hair shorn close to his scalp and
a beard that was normally neatly trimmed, but now
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looked a little scruffy. Jerro had a boyish smile and
kind eyes, and the Targosian had always liked him.
Ever since the day Fingus returned from Highcliff to
learn of the deserters, it had bothered him that Jerro,
of all people, was among them. Jerro had been close
with Alfric, so the fact he had taken Haldan’s side in
this was perplexing.
“Well, well, well,” Jerro grinned, “what have we
here? Master Fingus. And Wylla, pretty as ever.” He
shot Yorek an amused glance. “Wish I could say the
same thing about you, Yorek.” His smile faded as he
returned his eyes to Fingus. “This little maneuver of
yours, it didn’t quite go to plan, did it?”
“No,” the Targosian sighed, “it would seem it
didn’t.”
“So where are the others?”
“What others?”
“Who do you think? The captain and the rest of the
company, of course.”
“It’s just us.”
Jerro snorted. “You expect me to believe that?”
“I don’t care what you believe, I’m telling you the
truth. Mealda didn’t want us to go after you, not after
we just got back from Whiteford. She wanted to stay
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and bury the dead.” Fingus shrugged. “Me, I’m more
concerned about the living. So I got a volunteer party
together and, well, here we are.” He had practiced this
explanation in his head coming here, weaving enough
truth in with the lies that his statement sounded perfectly plausible. Yet, Jerro’s expression was dubious.
“And what about Tybault? You and him are barely
separable. Are you suggesting he chose to stay behind,
even though we have his woman here?”
“Tybault doesn’t know,” Fingus lied. “He’s still in
Whiteford. I left him there in charge of a peacekeeping
contingent.”
The black-haired man narrowed his eyes and looked
searchingly at the Targosian. Finally, he nodded and
turned to his men. “Tie ‘em up, wrists and ankles. Give
them enough rope to walk, but not to run.”
The ravine stretched on and on, going ever left and
right, one moment bathing them in hazy sunlight and
the next casting them in deep shadow. The dry ground
crunched rhythmically under their boots.
“Jerro,” Fingus said conversationally, “what’s that
short for, anyway? Jergen? Jeremund?”
“It’s short for shut your fucking mouth,” the man in
front of him retorted without looking back.
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“So it’s Jeremund, is it?” Fingus grunted. “Never had
you figured for a Vasilian. You don’t have the accent,
and your hair’s too dark.”
Jerro halted and twirled around, raising his spear.
“Listen very carefully, Fingus, because I’m not going
to repeat myself. I’m from Newhome. I’m not Vasilian.
Maybe my grandparents were, but who cares? Apparently not you, since I told you all this years ago, yet
you don’t remember it.” Mistaking Fingus’s stunned
silence for defeat, he spat and added, “You’re not in
charge of me anymore, old man. In fact, I’m the one in
charge, now. You don’t like it so much when the tables
are turned, do you?”
Corum’s blade, he actually told me? Fingus felt a profound pang of shame. So many young men have come
and gone that I can’t tell them apart anymore. I’ve dug
their graves and said my words over them without even
knowing who they were. He looked grimly ahead, at the
tense shoulders of Jerro. If he’d spear me now and leave
me to rot in the dust, that’d be no less than I deserve.
Fingus walked on, head hanging low.
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The captain’s assertion that hardly anything grew here
was incorrect, Fingus noted numbly as they were led
down the stony path to Blackfrey. Fireweed grew in
lavish swathes in the dry, sandy dirt, and along the
sides were thick patches of fragrant herbs and vivid
blossoms the Targosian had never seen this far north
before. Perhaps this flora had been abundant in the
old days, before the Empire fell and Mount Karnok
belched its fumes across the world, making the summers colder and the winters colder still. Perhaps the
seeds had lain dormant for centuries, to be awakened
by the unnatural heat of the Scar.
As they passed over a rise, Blackfrey—or what was
left of it—came into view. Spread out before them was
a dusty bowl fringed by vegetation, lush greens interspersed with the blackened skeletons of shrubs and
trees that had been devoured by the frequent bushfires. The collapsed mine was a ragged maw in the
mountainside at the far end of the vale, the broken
beams that once framed its entrance sticking up from
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the dirt like rotten teeth. Outside the opening were
piles of stone and timber, half overgrown; it was all
that remained of the colliery.
The village itself was also practically gone, just like
Tybault had said, all except the chapel and guard
house. The ground beneath the buildings had shifted
over the decades, making them crooked and hunched,
and the chapel’s steeple pointed skewly toward the sky
like an arthritic finger. Fingus shuddered as he looked
at the drooping roofs and the precarious slant of the
walls.
Fools. That place is a strong breeze away from collapsing entirely.
Scattered about the depression were tents and cooking fires. Here, the smell was almost unbearable and
Fingus could hear men coughing. Jerro hurried off toward the chapel at a sprint, leaving his men and the
prisoners waiting. He disappeared inside and was gone
for a few moments.
As he returned, he made a commanding gesture
with his hand. “You two,” he barked at Fingus and
Halgrim, “keep going. The rest of you, to the left.”
Fingus remained where he stood, looking at Wylla,
Yorek and the recruit as they were separated. “Why?”
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One of Jerro’s rowdies gave him a shove in the back.
“You ‘eard the man. Less talkin’, more walkin’.”
“Put your hand on me one more time, and you’ll
lose the use of it,” the mercenary warned.
The man showed a gap-toothed smile and pushed
Fingus again. “I said—”
The Targosian spun around, his bound hands hitting
his harasser square in the face like a club. As the bandit
reeled, Fingus buried his knee in his groin. The man
fell to the dirt with a pained groan. Without second
thought, the mercenary ground his heel into his right
hand. A wail went up from the ruffian as bones
snapped like twigs under Fingus’s boot.
“Told you,” he commented.
Then Jerro was on him, spearhead pointed at his
throat. “Stand down, old man. Haldan wants you alive,
but he’ll understand. Come peacefully or I’ll just bring
him your head. Your choice.”
“Fine. Where is Haldan, anyway? I thought he’d be
here to gloat.”
“You’ll see him soon enough. Now, move.”
They were ushered into the guard house’s single cell,
a decrepit box of stone where daylight peeked in
through holes in the roof above. The flaky, red dust on
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the floor indicated the cell might once have had chains
and manacles, though now just the rusted rings affixed
to the wall remained.
A proper little dungeon, this.
“What’s the point of all this?” Fingus asked as they
were ordered to sit down and their ropes were attached to the rings. “Why not just kill us?”
“The two of you are worth more to us alive than
dead.”
“Is that so?”
“That fella’s Haldan’s brother, in case you didn’t
know. Haldan says their father will pay a pretty sum to
get him back.”
“And me? Whatever gold the company had you’ve
already taken, and I have no wealthy kin. Who were
you planning on demanding a ransom from?”
Jerro grinned mordantly. “You’re a different matter,
Fingus. You’re our safety, see. Mealda’s a frigid old
bitch, but I know she has a soft spot for you. If we keep
you here, she can probably be convinced to leave us
alone.”
“So you’re going to keep me locked in a cage forever?”
“If that’s what it takes.” Jerro pulled up a stool and
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seated himself, back against the wall. A few moments
later, he was dozing. Like everyone else they had met,
he seemed to be battling a nasty hangover.
“I can get the door open,” Halgrim whispered to
Fingus in the silence that followed.
“How?”
“When I do, I need you to seize the opportunity.”
“What are you talking about? How will you get the
door open?”
“Just watch, and remember what I said.”
Fingus frowned. “I’m not sure I like the sound of
this.”
“Haldan!” the golden-bearded man suddenly
roared. “Show yourself!”
Jerro jumped, almost falling off his stool. “What’s
going on?”
Halgrim spat. “Go get your keeper, dog. I have business with him.” He raised his voice again. “Haldan!
Where are you, you worthless piece of shit?”
“Quiet, you!”
“Why don’t you come in here and make me?”
Jerro rose, grasping the ax at his hip, then caught
himself and smiled coldly. “Nice try, Northerner, but
—”
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“What’s all this hollering about?” A tall figure
stepped in through the doorway.
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Haldan had thinned in the months since Fingus last
saw him. Deprived of the steady meals of the company, the angles of his body had grown sharper, leaner.
He now looked less like a Northern prince and more
like a famished hound. His linen shirt was stained with
rust and the ash-mingled dust of the Scar, and a reek of
alcohol accompanied him as he entered the room. His
blue eyes were glassy with intoxication.
“There you are, Haldan.” Halgrim leaned back
against the wall. “It’s been a long time.”
“Brother.” Though Haldan’s face was devoid of feeling, a lifetime’s worth of emotions was contained in
that single word. Hate, envy, homesickness—maybe
even a memory of uneasy brotherly love. “What are
you doing here?”
“Why don’t you tell them, little brother? Tell your
friend and master Fingus about Torund.”
Haldan’s face darkened instantly. “Shut up.”
“All right, then I’ll tell them.”
“I said, shut up!”
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“Our father, you see, he is the jarl of Olmsung. I’m
his oldest, Haldan’s his youngest. Between us was
Torund.”
Was?
“I’m warning you, Halgrim—”
“Haldan and Torund were always close. Maybe too
close. For when my brother started becoming a man,
he developed feelings for her. The kind of feelings a
brother isn’t supposed to have for his sister.”
“He’s lying!” Haldan growled, looking at Fingus.
Why does he care what I think?
Undeterred, Halgrim went on. “He never acted on
those feelings as far as I know, but I’m sure Torund
knew what was going on. I caught him peeping at her
bathing or undressing many times.”
“Give me the key,” Haldan hissed through his teeth.
His companion gave him a guarded look. “Why?
You said they weren’t to be harmed.”
“Just give me the fucking key!”
“No.” Shaking his head, Jerro took a defensive step
back. “You’re not thinking clearly, Haldan.”
“Jerro, I swear to you—”
“Then there was a war between our Harad and another,” Haldan’s brother continued, his voice now
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dripping with contempt. “To make peace, Torund was
betrothed to the son of the enemy jarl, and Haldan
went mad with jealousy. He went to her and tried to
convince her to elope with him. When she refused,
making it clear she didn’t share his feelings, Haldan
beat her. And raped her.”
Haldan slammed his fist into the corroded bars of
the cell with a bestial snarl. The skin on his knuckles
split open, blood welling out, yet he didn’t seem to notice. “It wasn’t like that!”
“When the guards came, alerted by her screams, you
know what he did? Do you think Haldan stayed to face
his crimes? No. He ran.”
Jerro’s eyes widened in surprise as Haldan spun
around and grasped for the keys on his belt. The darkhaired man tried to resist, but the Northerner was bigger and mad with rage. The Ulvar’s bloody fist shot
out, and Jerro dropped unconscious to the floor. Haldan snarled triumphantly as he snatched the keys.
“Seize the opportunity,” Halgrim said quietly to Fingus as his brother struggled with the rusty lock. His
gaze was mournful. “End this.”
Then the cell door flew open and Haldan leapt at
Halgrim, dagger in hand. Fingus could only watch
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helplessly as the younger man thrust it into his sibling’s body, first once, then again, and again, his face
frozen in a mad rictus grin.
“By all the gods of Bastion, what’s wrong with you?”
the Targosian roared, pulling furiously at his ropes.
“He’s your brother!”
Halgrim coughed, blood pouring from his lips, and
Haldan withdrew and stared at Fingus.
“Brother!” He spat the word out like it had a foul
taste. “And what a fine brother! Always a condescending word to spare, always a sneer or a smack for little
Haldan!” He gave Halgrim’s leg a kick. “You just want
Torund for yourself!”
“Never,” Halgrim said, his voice a pained rattle.
“Leave him alone, you sick bastard,” Fingus snarled.
“That’s all you’re good for, isn’t it? Hurting ones who
are supposed to be on your side!”
Brandishing the dagger, the Northerner took two
steps toward the Targosian and leant in menacingly
close. “You!” he barked, his face only inches from Fingus’s. “You—you—” Words failed him in his fury.
Fingus headbutted Haldan right in the face. He
didn’t hear the man’s nose breaking as much has he felt
it through the bone of his forehead, a thick, crunching
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sensation, like biting through gristle. It hurt, though it
was the sweetest pain the Targosian had ever felt.
Haldan staggered backward with a muffled cry. The
dagger clanked to the floor as he raised his hands to his
face. Eyes watering and blood running down his
mouth and chin, he swayed back and forth.
At that moment, Fingus became aware of a noise
from outside. He heard shouts and hoofbeats and the
clangor of weapons. With all the yelling, he hadn’t noticed it until now.
“Haldan!” Bendig rushed in through the door. His
sword was drawn, and he was covered in dust and
blood. “The company has come! We’re under attack!”
If the scene inside the guard house hadn’t been so
grim, the look of utter confusion on the blond man’s
bloodied face would have been comical. He stared
dumbly at Bendig, then Fingus, then back to Bendig
again, torn between getting back at the Targosian and
rushing out to prevent his merry little band of outlaws
from being eradicated. Judging by the sounds floating
in through the open door, he would need to act
quickly.
Spewing out a long string of oaths in Ulvar, Haldan
finally made up his mind. “Where’s my ax?” he hissed,
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spitting blood and wiping his sleeve across his eyes.
“Move it, man!”
Nodding wordlessly, Bendig hurried out through
the door with a still cursing Haldan on his heels. On
the floor, Jerro groaned and stirred, yet did not rise.
The dagger remained on the dirty stone tiles, forgotten.
Straining, feeling the ropes biting into his wrists,
Fingus stretched out his leg and hooked his booted
foot around the dagger. He pulled it toward himself,
and through a series of awkward, shuffling maneuvers
he managed to get it behind his back. He started working on the ropes, gritting his teeth every time his
sweaty palms slipped on the grip and he felt the blade
cutting into his flesh. Outside, the racket was intensifying.
“Flank them! Flank them!” a voice cried in the distance. It sounded like Mealda.
Moments later, Fingus was free of his bonds and
hurried to Halgrim’s side. The Northerner’s breathing
was quick, shallow, and a pink froth had formed in the
corners of his mouth. The golden beard and the torn
mail on his chest were soaked through with blood.
“Just hold on,” Fingus said, sawing at the rope
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around Halgrim’s ankles. The edge had been dulled
after piercing the mail and cutting Fingus’s own ropes.
“I’ll get you out of here.”
“No use.” The Ulvar’s voice was just a whisper.
“All right.” Fingus nodded and stopped cutting.
“Try not to move. I’ll go find Marek.”
“No.” Halgrim swallowed laboriously. “I need to—”
The words were lost in a pained wheeze.
“I didn’t catch that, Halgrim.”
“Closer.”
Fingus moved close, until his ear was just a handsbreadth from the Ulvar’s mouth. The hot, coppery
smell of blood filled his nostrils. Halgrim spoke, and
Fingus’s eyes widened as he listened.
Finally, the big man’s words trailed off and became a
long, shuddering exhalation. The Targosian turned his
head to find that the Northerner’s chest had stopped
moving and the blue eyes were glassy and void.
Halgrim was dead.
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Fingus stepped outside into what looked like a vision
of the Infernal Realm, the fiery plane of torment the
Wakers of Rhan were so fond of threatening sinners
and unbelievers with. The air was thick with reddish
dust, and resounded with the fearful music of battle.
While the sun had set, the sky was not yet dark, and in
this cloudy half-light he looked around, trying to get
his bearings. The vale was full of mounted warriors and
running men, though in the swirling dust it was hard
to tell who was who.
Fingus scanned for something to defend himself
with. He could have taken Jerro’s ax, but wasn’t keen
on the idea of potentially going up against Haldan
with a weapon he wasn’t truly proficient with. Spotting
a dark shape on the ground, he hurried toward it.
The body of one of Haldan’s ruffians was sprawled
in the dirt. His head had been pierced by an arrow.
Near his limp hand lay a short sword, and Fingus
stooped to pick it up. It was a cheap weapon with rust
on the hilt and a notched edge. Still, it was better than
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nothing.
The fight couldn’t have been going on for more than
a quarter of an hour, yet it became quickly clear to Fingus they were already winning. Haldan’s band weren’t
offering up much in terms of resistance, and seemed
more concerned with saving their own hides. Shabbylooking men were running past him, fleeing head over
heels. This filled Fingus with a childish disappointment. After their humiliating capture and helplessly
watching Halgrim die, he had been yearning to crack
some skulls.
Moments later, he got his wish. Eodan suddenly appeared before him, mace in hand. He was a scarred,
stubble-faced brute of a man in dirty leathers. As opposed to Jerro, the Targosian had little trouble understanding why Eodan had joined up with Haldan. The
two were cut from the same cloth.
Taking advantage of Eodan’s brief surprise at seeing
his former superior, Fingus went at him with a snarl
and delivered a backhand strike to the man’s left
shoulder. He had been aiming for the neck, but Eodan
was moving. The blade was dull and the leather withstood its bite. All Fingus got for his efforts was a grunt
of pain and an immediate counterattack. Eodan
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brought his mace down, and Fingus blocked it.
The short sword shattered from the impact. Eodan
grinned viciously as he saw Fingus staring at the four
inches of broken-off steel jutting from his hilt. Then
there was a movement behind him, and the grin became a grimace of pained shock. No cry escaped him,
only a trembling sigh, and his knees buckled. Eodan
slumped to the ground to reveal Scrugg, the bald
Westerner’s two long dirks dark with blood.
“You hurt?” Scrugg asked.
“Only my pride.” Fingus tossed the useless sword
hilt away. “How are we doing?”
“Fine, I think. Considerin’ these fellas are better at
runnin’ than fightin’, that ain’t no surprise, of course.”
He looked critically at Fingus. “We’d best find you a
sword, sir.”
As they hurried on, they soon encountered another
of Haldan’s men. Scrugg made short work of him and
Fingus retrieved his weapon, a plain but well-made
arming sword that without doubt had been filched
from the company’s own armory.
“Let her go!” a voice that was unmistakably Tybault’s cried out somewhere to their left. “Let her go,
you Northern swine!”
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Fingus and Scrugg made their way toward it. Just a
few heartbeats later, four figures took shape in the
haze before them.
Tybault and Mealda, both mounted, had Haldan
cornered against a pile of of weed-choked rubble that
had once been a house. They were holding back, for
the captain was wounded and Haldan had Merian in
his clutches. Mealda turned her head as Fingus and
Scrugg approached. The side of her face was smeared
with red and she was holding a blood-soaked rag
against her right eye. Nodding at them, she turned her
attention back to the Ulvar and his captive.
Merian’s back was against him and his left arm was
hooked around her. Haldan’s right hand grasped the
long ax near the head, edge turned upward just below
the girl’s chin. Her face showed neither tears nor terror, only an impotent anger. Her hands were on Haldan’s arm, trying to pull the steel away from her throat,
yet for all her fierceness the Ulvar was stronger than
her.
“Let this end here, Haldan,” Fingus said tiredly.
“Enough lives have been lost on your account. No reason to add another to that tally.”
“That’s up to you and your captain, old man,” the
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Northerner snarled. “Let me walk out of here unharmed, and she’ll live.”
Fingus shook his head. “Have you forgotten my
promise? My mercy’s all used up when it comes to
you.”
“Then this bitch gets none from me either.” Baring
his teeth, he pressed the ax blade tighter against his
hostage’s throat.
“No!” Tybault exclaimed.
“Just kill the cunt!” Merian hissed through clenched
teeth.
“Move aside, all of you!” Haldan turned his eyes on
the captain. “Order your dogs to stand down, Mealda.”
“You know I can’t do that, Haldan.”
The Ulvar’s eyes darted to a movement on his right.
Wylla and Yorek emerged from the dust, approaching
slowly. They had also been forced to arm themselves
with whatever they could find, and both carried spears.
“Haldan, listen to me,” Fingus said. “She’s dead.”
The Ulvar glared suspiciously at him. “What are you
talking about?”
“Your sister. Torund is dead.”
“That’s horseshit!”
“I wish it were. But your brother told me. When she
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found out she was with child, she flung herself from
the tower.”
Haldan’s blue eyes widened and he shook his head
in denial. “No. No!”
“That’s not all. Her betrothed and his family, they
didn’t take kindly to the news.” Fingus grunted. “I’m
sure you know what the laws of your kingdom say
about incestuous relationships, Haldan. Your mother
and father have been stripped of their lordship, and
their Harad forfeited.”
He knew. Fingus could see that he knew. Written
across Haldan’s bruised, blood-covered face was the
dawning realization that all this death and ruin was because of him and his actions. His jaw slackened and his
hand holding the ax dropped several inches.
When Merian noticed Haldan’s attention slipping,
her face became hard with determination. With all her
strength she buried her elbow in her captor’s midriff.
The Ulvar let out a startled huff and stumbled back. He
clawed at the girl, catching hold of the fabric of her
gown. She tore loose from his grip with an angry snarl
and ran.
Seeing her escaping, Tybault spurred his bay toward
Merian and, leaning down, swept her from the ground
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and up into the saddle. He circled back to the captain
while Wylla and Yorek advanced on Haldan from one
side, Fingus and Scrugg from the other. The Northerner watched it happen with a stunned look on his
face, like he couldn’t believe his eyes.
A tremor tore through the vale then, followed by a
muted rumble from deep underground, like some gargantuan creature had shifted in its restless sleep. With
a whisper of sinking red gravel, a long, narrow fissure
opened up in the ground behind Haldan’s heels. Black
smoke welled up and plumed toward the sky, embers
rising on the updraft, and a wave of heat washed
against the Targosian’s skin. He reflexively raised his
arm in front of his face and halted his steps.
Haldan just stared dumbly at the earth that was
crumbling away like dry cake around him. The rubble
trembled; a masonry stone came loose and tumbled
down, leaving a hole in the ground as had it dropped
into newfallen snow.
“What in Belin’s name is happening?” Tybault exclaimed, steadying his horse. The animal was rolling its
eyes and nickering with fear.
“We have to get out of here,” said Mealda.
Fingus had suspected it ever since laying eyes on the
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lopsided buildings, and at that moment he knew his
hunch had been correct. For two decades, the subterranean fire had been eating away at the coal deposits
under their feet, until the ground beneath them had
more holes than a Vasilian blackcheese. All the men,
all the horses, all the commotion—it was too much for
the weakened substrates to support, and now the entire valley was collapsing in on itself like the crust of a
botched pie.
With a rumbling, grinding noise, the ruin at Haldan’s back sank into the ground, leaving a gaping hole
that spewed acrid smoke.
“Help me,” the Ulvar said, teetering on the crumbling edge. Then it gave way, and the earth swallowed
Haldan up with a belch of fumes and sparks. He didn’t
cry out, he didn’t claw at the ground as he fell. He was
just gone, like he’d never been there.
“Get out of here!” Mealda barked at the mercenaries. “Go!”
They ran as the vale collapsed around them. Fingus
stumbled and fell with a foul curse, then quickly
scrambled to his feet again, palms cut and bleeding
from the sharded stones. He winced as he sensed
something was wrong with his left knee. Limping, grat147

ing his teeth against the pain, he hurried on.
“You need a hand, sir?” Scrugg called to him.
“Go help the others!” the Targosian barked. “That’s
an order!”
The former pirate nodded and turned, sprinting toward Yorek and Wylla, who were guiding the freed
captives toward the mouth of the vale and the road beyond.
“Fingus!”
He looked up. Mealda was reaching out her hand to
him while trying to keep her panicking mount in
check. Shaking his head, he said, “Save yourself. The
ground can barely support one rider, let alone—”
“Stop being a stubborn old mule and get up,” she
snarled back at him. “Now!”
Swallowing his protests, Fingus grasped her hand
and clambered up into the saddle behind her. The
horse needed no further encouragement, it just took
off with a frightened whinny as soon as the captain
stopped pulling on the reins.
New holes and fissures were forming all around
them, and the air was getting chokingly hot and
smoke-filled. To their right, the chapel collapsed with
a sound like thunder. The old bronze bell gave off a fi148

nal lonely clang as the steeple disintegrated and the
entire structure vanished into the depths below. Fingus expected a yawning chasm to open up before them
at any moment, the earth consuming them both, as it
had Haldan.
To his amazement, it never happened. Soon they
were riding out of the vale and down the old road.
Here the air was cooler and the ground more stable,
and Mealda let her mount slow and come to a halt.
The horse was lathery with sweat.
Coughing and spitting and brushing at smoking garments, people scurried out of the valley, some on foot,
others on horseback. Some dozen riderless horses,
who had sensed the danger and fled long before their
masters, were milling around the foot of the slope. Fingus witnessed a couple of Haldan’s surviving men running past and heading for them. He quietly watched
them scramble up and kick furiously at the animals’
sides, having no intention of trying to pursue them.
With their Ulvar captain dead, they posed no threat.
A soft roar was heard behind them, and as one they
turned their heads. A scarlet glow had appeared over
the vale of Blackfrey, silhouetting the ridges around its
edge like a sunrise behind the mountains.
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Fed by the air rushing down into the smoldering
hollows of the earth, the coal ignited and a great cloud
of fire rose skyward. The Wolves stared, faces red in
the glow, as though witnessing the birth of some fiery
god. The flaming mushroom went ever upward, its incandescence diminishing as it cooled, then faded into
a mass of billowing smoke. Slowly the smoke dispersed, carried on a westward wind, and behind it they
could see the first stars of evening being lit.
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The northern summer was on its final chapter. Days
were getting shorter, and though pleasant enough
while the sun was up, a faint touch of autumn was in
the cool evening winds. Up in the mountains, first
frost had happened a few days ago according to an old
Daikeen tinker and her grandchild who were visiting
the camp on their way south. Within a few weeks, the
geese and the cranes would be taking their leave, and
the trees would start turning in their wake.
The rebuilding of the village was coming along
nicely. The houses that had been so ravaged by fire
they were beyond repair had been torn down, and everywhere was the white shine of fresh timber. Two
men were tarring the log walls of the captain’s new residence while another three were perched precariously
on the roof, fitting it with fresh thatch. Everywhere in
the village was the bustle of construction, and the air
rang with the sounds of saws and hammers and work
songs. Varren had sent a small army of carpenters,
thatchers and masons to help them. It was the least he
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could do, his message had said, after Fingus and Halgrim saved his life.
Sitting atop a timber stack, a mug of water in his
hand and the resiny smell of the logs in his nostrils,
Fingus was overseeing the construction of the palisade. It was almost done now, just a ten-yard section
missing on the western side. After the Wolves had decided to stay and make the village their base, making
the place defensible had become a priority. Haldan being gone and his band dissolved was no guarantee
such things would never happen again. There were still
plenty of brigand groups in the region, and all it took
was one strong leader to unite them into a force no
place without fortifications could withstand.
The Targosian’s head was aching again, though this
time it was his own doing. Tybault and Merian had
been wed the previous night, and the ale and wine had
flowed freely. It had been a bittersweet occasion with
just as many laughs as moments of gravity. Tybault
was retiring. He had purchased a plot of land in the
valley of Whiteford, where he and his young wife
would be building a house and settling down to raise
horses. The Arctonian came from a family of horse
breeders, and the blond man had always bemoaned
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the difficulty of finding a good fighter’s steed in
Northreach, where animals were bred for toil, not war.
Judging from the paunch under Merian’s dress,
though, horses weren’t the only thing the two would
be raising.
When Fingus had asked his friend how he felt about
becoming a father, and if he wouldn’t miss being a soldier, Tybault had given him a rueful, half-drunk smile
and said, “For sure, Fin. For sure. But every time I feel
that way, I’m going to look at that lass—I’m sure it’s
going to be a lass, I have five sisters and dozens of
nieces—and remind myself that the little nipper won’t
have to wake up one morning to learn her dad bled out
yesterday in a muddy field somewhere. And that’s going to make me miss it a whole lot less.”
His thoughts were interrupted as a young sorrelhaired recruit appeared. Fingus looked at him, searching his memory. Vigar. His name is Vigar. “What is it,
Vig?”
“There’s a couple of men at the gate, sir. Says they
want to speak to you.”
“Who are they?”
“Truth be told, they look like a pair of beggars. They
wouldn’t give their names, but they say you know
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them, sir.”
Puzzled, the Targosian followed the recruit across
the village, soon reaching the tall wooden doors of the
gate. Fingus went up to the peephole and looked out.
At first, he couldn’t make sense of what he was seeing.
When it dawned on him who the men were, a smile
touched his lips. “Widdard,” he said to Vigar.
“Sir?”
“Go get Widdard. I think he’ll want to see this.”
A little while later, the fair-haired bookkeeper came
walking down the main street. He looked more like a
mercenary himself, now. His long hair was gathered in
a ponytail, and gone were the slumped posture and the
scholarly garments. He walked with a newfound confidence, wearing hodden breeches and a plain linen
shirt. The attack on the village had convinced Widdard
he needed to know how to defend himself, and from
his belt hung a short sword Wylla was teaching him
how to use. The Brendishwoman would scold him for
his incompetence, complaining he was too old to be
taught, but Fingus had seen them practicing. Widdard
wasn’t half bad. A few more years, and he’d be able to
hold his own against anyone except a truly seasoned
fighter.
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“What’s going on, sir?” he asked.
“We’ve got visitors.” Fingus winked and signaled to
the guards to open the gates.
While the men did indeed look like flea-ridden vagrants, they were both a little too well fed to have
spent more than some week on the road. Beneath the
caked mud, their garments looked costly.
“Uthbald,” Widdard said, looking at them in surprise. “Sibban.”
“Gentlemen.” The treasurer made a forced smile.
“So,” Fingus said, “the Guild finally learned the
truth, I reckon?”
“Yes, well.” Uthbald mustered up what dignity he
could. “It’s not as bad as it seems. I—we—have a considerable stash of funds down in Whiteford.”
“Good for you. What do you want?”
“We’d like to hire you and your men, master Fingus.
For protection.”
“Is that so?”
Sibban was a slight man with thinning, straw-colored hair and a nasal voice. “We can offer you a substantial payment for your services, of course.”
“How substantial?” Beside Fingus, Widdard gave
him a disapproving look.
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“Get us safely to Whiteford, and we’ll pay you ten
gold.”
Fingus whistled. “That’s not a bad deal.”
“It should be more than adequate, I’m sure.” Sibban
smiled contemptuously.
The Targosian nodded, as if thinking the matter
over, then turned to Widdard. “So, what do you say,
Widdy? Do we help them?”
Uthbald’s eyes widened. “Surely, you can’t leave
such a decision up to—”
“I wasn’t talking to you, treasurer. Shut your mouth,
or I’ll have one of my boys put an arrow in it. Widdard?”
The young man smiled coldly. “I say we let them
keep running, like the rats they are.”
“That’s funny, I was thinking the exact same thing.”
He motioned to the guards. “Close the gates.”
“Master Fingus!” Uthbald exclaimed, horrified, as
the wooden doors started to swing close. Beside him,
Sibban looked to be on the verge of tears. “That’s ten
gold!”
“Keep them. If you can make your way to Whiteford
without the Hammers catching you, you’ve earned it.”
As they walked away from the gates, the dismayed
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wails of Uthbald and Sibban fading behind them, Fingus put his arm around Widdard’s shoulders. “So. Revenge is sweet, right?”
The boy frowned. “I don’t know. What if they actually make it to Whiteford? With all that coin, they
could very well live out their lives in luxury somewhere
far away from here.”
“They could. That’s why I want you to go write a
letter and send it off with a rider.”
“A letter, sir?”
“Yes. A letter to municipate Belos, detailing how
masters Uthbald and Sibban have unlawful money
hidden away somewhere in his town. It would be
ironic if those bastards made their way there, only to
find their stash has been confiscated by the municipate, wouldn’t it?”
Widdard grinned. “It would. Perhaps his grace could
be convinced that the confiscated money would serve
better as an investment in a business. Like, say, someone setting up a farm to breed war horses?”
Fingus looked at the young man, impressed. “That’s
brilliant! Should we tell Tybault and Merian?”
“I think not. Let it be a surprise.”
“I agree.” Fingus sighed. “I forgot to get them a wed157

ding gift, anyway.”
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